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ABSTRACT

THE INFLUENCE OF SCENARIO-BASED ASSESSMENT
ON READING COMPREHENSION
David James Boveri, Ph.D.
Department of Psychology
Northern Illinois University, 2017
Dr. Keith Millis, Co-Director
Dr. M. Anne Britt, Co-Director
This dissertation investigated how various features of scenario-based assessments
(SBAs) affect reading comprehension and measures of engagement (e.g., situational
interest and motivation) with a sample of college students. SBAs are assessments that
contain several features not traditionally found in reading assessments. These features
include an overarching purpose that provides a goal for completing the assessment, social
interaction with fictional characters, and a narrative storyline that motivates the
overarching purpose. Another feature, kept constant in this study, is the structured
sequence of tasks meant to build and then assess comprehension as the assessment
progresses. Since SBAs are in their infancy, this dissertation reviewed literature motivating
why SBAs have been created and how their key features may affect reading, drawing on
prior literature relevant to each feature.
The dissertation used an additive design to determine whether these features affect
reading. The assessments were created by modifying materials from a SBA provided by

Educational Testing Service originally designed for use with high school students. There
were four conditions, including one condition for each of the three key features and one to
serve as a baseline assessment (“core” assessment). Starting with the core assessment,
each of the conditions contained all the features from the previous ones, adding only one
feature at a time (i.e., the overarching purpose, narrative storyline, and social interaction
features). It was predicted that each of these features would increase reading
comprehension, situational interest, and motivation. For the narrative storyline condition,
however, an alternative prediction was also proposed, since it is possible that students
would be distracted by the narrative even though it may increase their situational interest
and motivation. Using undergraduate psychology students as participants, there were no
differences found on any measures of comprehension. The only differences found among
groups were for perceived effort. Participants in the social interaction condition perceived
putting forth less effort than in the other conditions.
It is possible there were no differences found on comprehension because the
original SBA was designed for high school students, which could have affected how much
prior knowledge the students had about the topics, how the manipulations affected
comprehension, and whether college students benefit at all from the increased support
provided by SBA features. It is possible that effects were not found on the engagement
measures besides perceived effort because of the strength of the manipulations. It is
possible that in order to get changes in the engagement measures, the SBA would have to
be more interactive so that participants felt the characters were responding to them
directly and that they could affect the outcome of the narrative storyline.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Reading assessment is a staple of educational practice and policy (Pellegrino,
Chudowsky, & Glaser, 2001). Policy makers use assessments to allocate funding and
evaluate schools, and teachers use assessments to determine how well students can read
(Pellegrino et al., 2001). Knowing a student’s weaknesses allow teachers and parents to
focus on teaching skills that need improving. Getting a student’s reading ability up to a
satisfactory level enables the student to progress through school and to enter the
workforce, both of which assume a minimal level of literacy. Living in today’s world
requires its citizens to read and understand written discourse, such as applications and
forms, news, and election materials (to name a few). And because of the Internet, all types
of discourse are readily available, including informational text, text from social media,
news, and so on. Additionally, both instructors and students are increasingly relying on the
Internet for creating and completing writing assignments. In sum, if instructors do not have
a valid and reliable measure of a student’s reading ability, then they cannot diagnose and
rectify deficiencies in reading skills that put the student at risk.
Every reading assessment has an implied model of what reading is and what skills
good readers should have (Pellegrino et al., 2001). The model that some traditional
assessments use is called the Simple View of Reading (SVR; Hoover & Gough, 1990; Savage,
2001). According to the SVR, reading is an interaction between word decoding skills and
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language comprehension (Hoover & Gough, 1990). The SVR, however, does not take into
account skills that are required when reading digital media found on the Internet, and it
may be better at predicting comprehension for simple texts used by young readers than for
complicated texts read by high school and college students (Tilstra, McMaster, van den
Broek, Kendeou, & Rapp, 2009). For example, traditional reading assessments are designed
to assess skills needed to read a single document (O’Reilly & Sabatini, 2013; O’Reilly &
Sheehan, 2009). This is a task that may become less relevant to students’ lives as their
reading goals become more complex. Instead of reading a single document, students often
need to evaluate and integrate between several documents to understand the information
they need to meet their reading goals.
Many modern researchers argue that reading is more complex than the assumptions
held by the SVR (Joshi, & Aaron, 2000; Thomas, 2002; Tilstra et al., 2009) because reading
comprehension processes occur within a rich, social context (O’Reilly & Sheehan, 2009;
O’Reilly, Weeks, Sabatini, Halderman, & Steinberg, 2014; Pellegrino et al., 2001; Snow,
2002) that the SVR ignores. Supporters of the SVR counter this by arguing it predicts
performance on more complicated reading tests and that it can also predict performance in
reading over many years (Verhoeven & van Leeuwe, 2008). Others have countered this
claim and argue that although the SVR remains a predictor of performance, it accounts for
less variation in comprehension as students get older and do more complex tasks at school
(Tilstra et al., 2009), which may decrease its usefulness for older students. Although it has
been useful for assessment to some degree, the SVR paints an incomplete picture of reading
that could be met by assessments that measure a more complex model of reading.
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Some have argued that the SVR predicts performance on traditional tests because
these tests do not require readers to use the complex skills they may be using in other
contexts (Thomas, 2002) such as the classroom (Tilstra et al., 2009). With the advent of the
Internet, students are required to use more and more complex skills (Leu et al., 2005; Leu,
Kinzer, Coiro, & Cammack, 2004). Creating reading assessments that measure skills
required in the Internet age is challenging because there are so many different skills
involved in reading digital media (Coiro, Knobel, Lankshear, & Leu, 2008; Sabatini, O’Reilly,
Halderman, & Bruce, 2014b). Such skills include filtering out irrelevant sources (Goldman,
Braasch, Wiley, Graesser, & Brodowinska, 2012; Rouet & Britt, 2011), using domainspecific epistemology to evaluate source credibility (Rouet, Britt, Mason, & Perfetti, 1996),
corroborating and contextualizing sources (Britt & Aglinskas, 2002), and creating an
integrated model of several documents by authors who disagree and contradict each other
(Britt, Perfetti, Sandak, & Rouet, 1999; Rouet et al. 1996; Stadtler, Scharrer,
Brummernhenrich, & Bromme, 2013), just to name a few.
Partly in response to the limitations of current reading tests, researchers at
Educational Testing Service (ETS) have proposed a new type of assessment, called
scenario-based assessments (SBAs). In SBAs, fictional characters are introduced to provide
realistic goals for the activities that are assessed. For example, the scenario may include a
teacher character who introduces a goal of selecting documents to create a website, and the
activity is for the reader to choose between credible and less credible sources. Although
SBAs are in their infancy, current evidence has shown that these scenarios are
psychometrically reliable measures of advanced literacy skills and performance on them
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correlates with standardized measures (O’Reilly & Sabatini, 2013; O’Reilly et al., 2014;
Sparks, O’Reilly, Sabatini, & Deane, 2014).
There have been few comparisons between traditional-style assessments and SBAs,
however, limited to comparing their psychometric properties and reliability to traditional
assessments and measures of domain knowledge (O’Reilly et al., 2014). It is possible, for
instance, that the introduction of characters and storylines may influence comprehension,
learning, and performance on the materials and the tasks that are provided in the
assessment. Adding a narrative storyline, for instance, could harm student performance
either by distracting students or by increasing the overall amount of text in the assessment
and the amount of time to read it. In contrast, collaborating with characters could help
reduce test anxiety by making students feel less pressure because they are working as
members of a group.
Researchers in the cognitive sciences differentiate these three constructs.
Comprehension refers to the processes involved in understanding discourse. Learning from
texts requires comprehension, but also the ability to create connections between the text
and prior knowledge and to apply this knowledge to new situations. Performance refers to
the student’s ability to correctly demonstrate the skills or knowledge that the student has
already acquired.
The purpose of this dissertation is to determine whether and how SBAs affect
performance on advanced literacy skills and their associated affective factors, which in this
dissertation will be called measures of engagement. I compared performance across four
assessments that all measured performance using the same items but differed on which of
the key features of SBAs they contained. The key features are a core assessment with a
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consistent structure and several features that are unique to SBAs because of their
emphasis on advanced literacy skills, an overarching purpose to motivate reading, social
interaction with characters who take part in the scenario, and a narrative storyline that ties
all of the features together. Since some of these features are dependent on each other, the
dissertation used an additive design to compare their separate effects. The core assessment
serves as the starting point for the additive design. The task that constitutes the
overarching purpose was added on to this core assessment, motivating why participants
should read a passage in service of a persistent goal. For the social interaction condition,
the characters were added to the overarching purpose so that they could “collaborate”
together on the given task. In this dissertation, the characters are static, non-interactive
pedagogical agents. Finally, the narrative storyline was added to the social interaction
condition, such that the characters would be collaborating on the given task in a storydriven, realistic context that further motivated the overarching purpose.
In the following chapters, I will review the SVR and the nature of existing tests of
reading comprehension, summarize SBAs that have been used in research, and review the
relevant literature on how each feature of scenarios may affect comprehension and
engagement. After this, I will present the design of the study, review the methods, describe
how the data was analyzed, and then present and interpret the results.

CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

In this chapter, I will review the SVR and limitations of traditional tests of reading
comprehension, summarize the features of SBAs, and review the key features of scenarios
and how they are constructed in extant scenarios. In Chapter 3, I will review how each of
these features may affect reading comprehension.
Simple View of Reading
Many current tests of reading comprehension are assumed to measure reading
based on the SVR (Cutting & Scarborough, 2006; Keenan, Betjemann, & Olson, 2008). It is
important to consider the framework and how it addresses the goal of measuring
comprehension because several commercially available tests are based on the Simple View,
such as the Nelson-Denny Test of Reading Comprehension (Brown, Fishco, & Hanna, 1993)
and the Gates-MacGinitie Test of Reading Comprehension (MacGinitie, MacGinitie,
Katherine, & Dreyer, 2000). The SVR concedes that although reading is complicated, much
of the variance between readers can be predicted by a simple set of skills (Gough, Hoover,
& Peterson, 1996; Hoover & Gough, 1990; Tilstra et al., 2009), although its utility decreases
as students grow older (Tilstra et al., 2009). Originally, Hoover and Gough (1990) argued
that this simple set of skills could be split into two concepts, decoding and language
comprehension. Decoding is the ability to identify individual words from a series of written
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letters and to access their meaning. Language comprehension is the set of skills required
to understand sentences and how they relate to each other, for example within a story or
expository text. Decoding words from written letters is unique to reading, whereas
comprehension occurs in both reading and listening (Gough et al., 1996; Hoover & Gough,
1990).
It is important to note two features of the SVR that place it within a historical
framework. The first is that Hoover and Gough (1990) were arguing against a particularly
strong view at the time, which was that reading should only be taught and assessed as a
single skill (International Reading Association, 1996) and not as several component skills
(Gough et al., 1996). The second is that the model was never intended to cover advanced
literacy skills or college level reading (Gough et al., 1996). Instead, it was originally
designed to address variation in reading comprehension for younger readers in elementary
and middle school (Gough et al., 1996; Hoover & Gough, 1990).
According to the SVR, decoding and comprehension are separate components that
have a multiplicative relationship to one another (Gough et al., 1996; Hoover & Gough,
1990). If reading were the sum (rather than a product) of its parts (i.e., Reading = Decoding
+ Comprehension), then students would be able to read with only one component. Consider
Reading to have a maximum of proficiency score of 1.0, with each of its component skills
(Comprehension and Decoding) also having a maximum score of 1.0. Then, a student who
could understand oral discourse (Comprehension = 1.0) but not decode text (i.e., Decoding
= 0) would be able to read a text (i.e., Reading = 1.0), even though they could not decode a
single word. Likewise, a person who could decode any word (i.e., Decoding = 1.0) but who
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could not comprehend the language (Comprehension = 0) would be able to read. Clearly
both scenarios are nonsensical. Similarly, if a person could decode each word (i.e.,
Decoding = 1.0) and could also understand the language (Comprehension = 1.0), then this
person’s comprehension would be greater than the maximum value of Reading (i.e., 1.0).
According to the SVR, as students get better at either decoding or language
comprehension, their ability to read improves. Although the model does assume that both
skills are necessary for reading (i.e., they most both be greater than 0), it holds that both
skills are separate and can vary independently. Gough et al. (1996) outlined several
examples of how they can be separate. A 5-year old child, for example, may be able to
understand everything she hears in a conversation (Comprehension = 1.0) but be unable to
decode any words if the conversation were written out (Decoding = 0.0). A person with
severe deficits in decoding, called dyslexia, may comprehend text when it is read aloud
(Comprehension =1.0) but have difficulty parsing individual words (Decoding < 1.0). Much
rarer is someone who learns to decode words at a young age (Decoding = 1.0) without
being taught, called hyperlexia, which often is accompanied by deficits in the ability to
understand spoken text (Comprehension ≈ 0.0). A middle ground between these two issues
is much more common, being someone who has mild difficulties with both decoding and
comprehension. Gough et al. (1996) called this the “garden variety” of reading deficiency.
Support for Simple View of Reading
Hoover and Gough (1990) proposed the SVR in a study that showed that decoding
and comprehension account for a significant amount of variance on standardized reading
tests for bilingual readers in elementary school. In their study, they gave students in 1st
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through

4th

grade a series of tests designed to isolate the influence of decoding and

comprehension on reading. For decoding, they gave students a test that measured their
ability to discriminate between real words and pseudowords. To separate language
comprehension from reading, they assessed each student’s ability to comprehend written
and spoken stories using simple questions. They found that adding the decoding and
comprehensions scores together (additive) did not predict performance on a standardized
reading test as well as predicting performance from their product (multiplicative).
The SVR has been shown to be a strong predictor of reading comprehension,
especially for younger students. According to one study, the SVR accounted for around 72%
of variance in the Gates-MacGinitie (MacGinitie et al., 2000) test of reading comprehension
in a combined sample of students ranging from grades 1 through 10 (Cutting &
Scarborough, 2006). Longitudinal studies have shown it remains a stable predictor of
students’ comprehension as they age and progress through grades 1–4 (Chen & Vellutino,
1997) and through grades 1–6 (Verhoeven & van Leeuwe, 2008). It is also useful for
measuring reading ability for poor-performing students, as students who have difficulty
reading often have trouble with general language comprehension (Catts, Adlof, & Weismer,
2006; Savage, 2001). One representative study found that young students (kindergarten
through 2nd grade) who score poorly on reading exams have trouble with decoding, but
that some older students (8th grade) can score well on reading assessments by
compensating for poor decoding skills with high skills in general language comprehension
(Catts et al., 2006) or background knowledge (O’Reilly & McNamara, 2007a).
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Limitations of the Simple View of Reading
One major limitation of the SVR is that it decreases in its ability to predict
performance for older students. Soon after proposing the SVR (Hoover & Gough, 1990),
Gough et al. (1996) evaluated their own theory by conducting a meta-analysis. They found
the SVR accounted for less variance in the performance it explained for older high school
students. A study by Tilstra et al. (2009) supports the Gough et al.’s (1996) meta-analysis,
showing a decrease in variance explained by the SVR as reader age increased. In their
study, they compared how much the SVR predicted reading performance for 4th, 7th, and 9th
graders. They measured the SVR by using specific assessments that targeted decoding
fluency and listening comprehension and compared them to performance on several
standardized tests of reading comprehension, including the Gates-MacGinitie (MacGinitie et
al., 2000). The SVR explained more variance in performance on reading tests for younger
students than for older students. For 4th, 7th, and 9th graders, decoding and language
comprehension together declined in the amount of variance they predicted in reading
scores, accounting for 61%, 48%, and 38% of variance, respectively.
One possible explanation for why the SVR accounts for less variance as students
grow older is that the tasks used to measure decoding and comprehension may be easier or
more automatic for high school students and, therefore, may not be age appropriate. A
longitudinal study by Verhoeven and van Leeuwe (2008) showed that students improved
on measures of comprehension as they grew older from grades 1 through 6. They
measured the SVR using a battery of standardized tests designed for Dutch students
(Gillijns & Verhoeven, 1992, as cited in Verhoeven & van Leeuwe, 2008). The tasks used
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may have been harder for the students when they were younger than when they were
older. They measured decoding speed and vocabulary (measures of decoding) and listening
comprehension to predict reading comprehension. Decoding speed was measured by how
quickly students could pronounce words, and vocabulary was measured verbally for 1st
and 2nd graders and in writing for older students. Students improved significantly on all
measures between grades 1 and 6, and the differences between students remained stable
as each student’s scores rose over time. These improvements may have occurred because it
is easier for older students to pronounce words than younger students.
Another reason the SVR may account for less variance as students get older is that
reading written texts in high school students may require skills beyond the decoding and
comprehension skills measured by oral comprehension tests. Indeed there are differences
between reading and listening beyond the medium of input (i.e., visual vs. aural) that may
become more important as students grow older. One major difference between reading and
listening is the ability to pause and re-read text (Just & Carpenter, 1980). When listening to
spoken language, for example, listeners cannot easily pause and re-listen to a given
sentence. When reading text, in contrast, readers can speed up and slow down based on
how much processing is required to read each piece of text (Just & Carpenter, 1980). The
ability to know when it is necessary to slow down or pause during reading cannot be
measured by measures of listening comprehension (Palmer, MacLeod, Hunt, & Davidson,
1985). In fact, listening skill and reading speed do not highly correlate (Palmer et al., 1985).
Therefore, listening skills may not be informative in regards to how the same
comprehenders process written text.
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The differences between listening and speaking may become more important as
students grow older because reading in high school requires advanced skills beyond
decoding and language comprehension (Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008). As children grow
older, tests that measure the simple skills are not sensitive to the advanced skills that
students require in high school (Chamberlain, Daniels, Madden, & Slavin, 2007; Tilstra et
al., 2009; Vaughn et al., 2013). These advanced skills include setting goals for reading with
purpose, interpreting texts, reasoning about text, and evaluating sources (Goldman,
Lawless, & Manning, 2013).
According to O’Reilly, Weeks, Sabatini, Halderman, and Steinberg (2014), one major
limitation of traditional reading tests is that they are often not sensitive enough to measure
improvements associated with reading interventions (Chamberlain et al., 2007; Vaughn et
al., 2013). Reading interventions are changing to match what teachers now emphasize in
their classroom instruction and to match the Common Core Standards (NGA & CCSSO,
2010), which emphasize different literacies for each discipline (O’Reilly et al., 2014). In the
classroom, teachers are now beginning to emphasize content-area literacy (Shanahan &
Shanahan, 2008; Vaughn et al., 2013), learning within a group context (Chamberlain et al.,
2007; Vaughn et al., 2013), and student motivation (Vaughn et al., 2013) as important
components of literacy. O’Reilly et al. (2014) argue that since traditional tests were not
designed to measure these skills, relying on them to evaluate modern literacy interventions
can be problematic.
For instance, in a study by Chamberlain et al. (2007), 6th-grade students who
improved after a yearlong intervention did not improve on traditional reading tests that
were more aligned with the SVR. These authors evaluated a reading program for middle
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school students that taught advanced skills called Reading Edge. In addition to
assessments created as part of Reading Edge, students were given the vocabulary
(decoding) and reading comprehension subscales of the Gates-MacGinitie (MacGinitie et al.,
2000), which has been shown to align with the SVR (Cutting & Scarborough, 2006). Using
their own tests, the researchers found that students made progress in using both
metacognitive goal setting strategies and engaged in more cooperative learning. This
progress was not reflected in students’ comprehension using the Gates MacGinitie,
although students did improve on the vocabulary subscale of the Gates MacGinitie.
In a similar study on 8th-graders, Vaughn et al. (2013) showed that the GatesMacGinitie (MacGinitie et al., 2000) was less sensitive to improvements in advanced
literacy skills than it was in improvements to the basic literacy skills taught in early
childhood (Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008). In their study, Vaughn et al. (2013) evaluated a
yearlong intervention designed to improve both general reading skills and content-area
literacy for social studies. The content-area literacy included teaching students how to set
goals for reading and to engage in group learning activities. The students improved on the
assessments created by the researchers at a greater extent than on the Gates-MacGinitie.
Even though this shows students can improve their simple reading skills after taking an
intervention that targets advanced skills, it also demonstrates that traditional tests such as
the Gates-MacGinitie may not be sensitive to improvements in skills that it was not
originally designed to measure, suggesting that new types of assessments need to be
created because the tests may not measure the skills valued by interventions for advanced
literacy skills.
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Multiple-Choice Questions in Reading Tests
Many reading assessments use a selected-response format, where students answer
simple questions about a document they have just read (Magliano, Millis, Ozuru, &
McNamara, 2007; O’Reilly & Sheehan, 2009). Selected response is often called multiple
choice (Burton, 2005; OECD, 2013). Example reading assessments that use a selectedresponse format include the Nelson-Denny (Brown et al., 1993), Gates-MaGinitie
(MacGinitie et al., 2000), and PISA (OECD, 2013). In these assessments, students are given a
text to read and are asked to answer questions about each text in isolation. The items
contain a stem (the question) and a number of answers that include one correct answer
among a limited number of incorrect answers (called foils or distractors).
There are some limitations to using selected responses in reading tests. The first
limitation is that students are usually not penalized for getting an answer wrong, so
students are motivated to guess when they do not know an answer (Budescu & Bar-Hillel,
1993). It is therefore impossible to determine whether students really know the answer to
a question (Bereby-Meyer, Meyer, & Budescu, 2003; Rowley & Traub, 1977) or whether
they guessed the correct answer (Budescu & Bar-Hillel, 1993; Rupp, Ferne, & Choi, 2006).
The second limitation is that students can often correctly guess the answers on multiplechoice questions without reading the test passage(s) (Coleman, Lindstrom, Nelson,
Lindstrom, & Gregg, 2010; Keenan & Betjemann, 2006; Ready, Chaudhry, Schatz, &
Strazzullo, 2013). For instance, students can perform better than chance on the SAT
without reading the passages (Katz & Lautenschlager, 2001; Katz, Lautenschlager,
Blackburn, & Harris 1990). This reiterates the importance of the first limitation.
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Finally, readers may approach selected-response tests as a problem-solving
process rather than a reading task, engaging in different processes than if they had read the
same materials for a different purpose (Cohen, 2006; Rupp et al., 2006). For example, Rupp
et al. (2006) conducted a qualitative study with ten college students taking a multiplechoice reading test. Their findings showed that the students adopted a strategy of scanning
the text and questions when reading for a multiple-choice test to search for relevant
information. Students reported several differing searching strategies, including quickly
reading questions, trying to find keywords that overlapped between the questions and the
text, and jumping around to find answers. One limitation of this study was that it did not
contain a comparison condition where students read the same texts without the multiplechoice questions.
Despite these limitations, there are several advantages to using selected responses
to measure reading comprehension. First, the tests are easy to administer and can be
administered via pen and paper or on a computer (OECD, 2013). Administering selectedresponse tests is as easy as handing out the paper forms or signing students into a
computer. Second, selected response affords relatively easy and objective grading by a
computer or human scorer, compared to scoring constructed response, which requires
either experts coding each essay individually or using a computer to analyze linguistic
overlap and predict the likelihood of a quality response (Graesser, Gernsbacher, &
Goldman, 2003; Graesser, McNamara, Louwerse, & Cai, 2004; McNamara, Crossley, &
McCarthy, 2010). Third, students can take tests without being trained because they are
already familiar with the format (O’Reilly & Sheehan, 2009). Finally, standardized reading
tests using selected response are reliable and produce repeatable results that are often
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used to determine the validity of other measures and assessments (O’Reilly & Sheehan,
2009; Sabatini, O’Reilly, Halderman, & Bruce, 2014a). Newer reading tests such as the PISA
(OECD, 2013) that incorporate questions that require writing still include selectedresponse questions because of the increased time and cost incurred by grading written,
constructed-response answers.
Burton (2005) has argued that many criticisms of multiple-choice tests have arisen
because researchers have examined only poorly designed tests and assumed that all tests
using multiple choice are also poorly designed. For example, researchers have found that
students can guess the answers to certain reading tests because they include items that can
be answered independent from reading the passages, relying on IQ rather than
comprehension (Brown et al., 1993; Keenan & Betjemann, 2006; Ready et al., 2013). This is
not true of all tests that use multiple choice and instead reflects a poorly designed
assessment model (Magliano et al., 2007; Pellegrino et al., 2001). When comparing how
well different reading tests correlate, two groups of researchers have found significant
variance within each student, ranging in age from early elementary to late high school
(Cutting & Scarborough, 2006; Keenan, Betjemann, & Olson, 2008). According to Magliano
et al. (2007), many standardized reading tests such as the Gates-MacGinitie (MacGinitie et
al., 2000) and the Nelson-Denny reading tests (Brown et al., 1993) may not measure the
complexities of reading. Assessments that require students to select their responses,
however, can still be used to measure reading skills that reflect a more complex model of
comprehension (Magliano et al., 2007; O’Reilly & Sheehan, 2009).
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An Expanded View of Reading Comprehension
Another perspective, often missing from standardized reading tests (Magliano et al.,
2007), defines comprehension as the processes involved in creating meaning from text
(McNamara & Magliano, 2009). This perspective includes many processes that are not
addressed by the Simple View, such as interest and motivation. Indeed, in order to learn
from text that requires comprehension, a reader must be not only interested in what he or
she reads (Kintsch, 1980) but also motivated to retain the information in the text (Kintsch,
1980; van den Broek, Lorch, Linderholm, & Gustafson, 2001). In addition to interest and
motivation, comprehending text requires making different types of inferences among ideas
mentioned in the text (Graesser, Singer, & Trabasso, 1994) and inferences based on the
reader’s world knowledge (Kintsch, 1988). An important part of reading, especially at the
college level, is comprehending arguments. At a minimum, an argument contains at least
one claim and one piece of evidence for believing in that claim (Larson, Britt, & Kurby,
2009). However, more complete and advanced arguments contain information from other
perspectives that are supported (counters) and refuted (Kopp, 2013; Larson et al., 2009;
Wolfe & Britt, 2008).
Social Context in Reading
Consistent with the view that reading is creating meaning from text, Snow (2002)
argues that social-cultural context affects reading processes, specifically, that context
interacts with the reader, the text, and the activity. Readers can differ in attention, memory,
visual ability, motivation, background knowledge, decoding ability, and basic language
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comprehension skills. The texts used in traditional assessments vary in content, genre,
cohesion, length, and complexity. According to Snow (2002), these factors interact and
must all be considered when designing assessments and interventions. (It is beyond the
scope of this dissertation to document all the ways these factors interact.) One way the text
interacts with the reader is that prior knowledge affects what types of inferences a reader
can make from the text (McNamara, 2001; McNamara & Kintsch, 1996; McNamara, Kintsch,
Songer, & Kintsch, 1996). The activities that traditional assessments ask readers to do with
texts, such as to answer multiple-choice questions, may not reflect how students read in
classrooms today (O’Reilly et al., 2014).
To make the issue more complicated, Snow (2002) argues that the reader, the text,
and the activity are all affected by the socio-cultural context in which they interact. The
socio-cultural context includes where the reading takes place and other people involved,
such as the teacher in the classroom and other students. It is not only important to address
context as a variable in reading, but to acknowledge that as context changes, the activities,
texts, and nature of the reader change as well.
An Alternative to “Traditional” Tests: Scenario-Based Assessments
Researchers at ETS have proposed that it is possible to account for the shortcomings
of traditional tests and measure 21st century skills by using fictional scenarios. In SBAs,
students read while viewing photographs of characters who guide them through the
assessment by asking and answering questions posed to each other and by providing an
overall purpose for reading. The characters are meant to serve as an external audience to
increase performance and motivation (cf. Block, 2013). Providing a realistic purpose is
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intended to activate goal-driven processes (O’Reilly & Sheehan, 2009) and focus reading
processes on information that is relevant to the reader’s goal (cf. McCrudden & Schraw,
2007).
In one SBA used by Sabatini et al. (2014a), a group of student characters have
assembled with their teacher to make a website about organic farming. After logging into
the assessment, the student is first introduced to the scenario and given a purpose for
reading. After this, the student meets the characters in the game, including their fictional
teacher, Mrs. Lopez and three other fictional students, Brandon, Trey, and Anna. Together,
the three peers and the actual student learn about organic farming as they select the
information to make a website. Along the way, they read various documents, evaluate them
with the teacher, and check each other’s understanding. In general, the teacher assigns the
group a series of tasks, and the students guide each other through them and ask questions
of each other. The other students (characters) offer tips but also ask for advice from the
actual student. The questions are a mix of selected-response and open-ended responses,
where students type their answers. Throughout the assessment, some of the prompts and
instructions are given to the student directly from the characters, whereas other prompts
and instructions come from the “assessment” itself, i.e., disembodied prompts that are not
attributed to a character in the game.
One of the primary reasons for developing new assessments like SBA is to measure a
wider variety of reading processes than those measured by existing texts (O’Reilly &
Sheehan, 2009). As mentioned earlier, these may include evaluating the source of a passage
for bias and trustworthiness and using prior knowledge and metacognitive strategies, such
monitoring comprehension (O’Reilly & Sabatini, 2013). O’Reilly and Sheehan (2009)
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propose that framing tests within a narrative storyline may reflect how students read in
everyday life. Ideally, assessments should measure whether students can apply what they
read to real-world problems (cf. Coleman et al., 2010; Keenan & Betjemann, 2006; Ready et
al., 2013; Rupp et al., 2006).
Potential Benefits of SBA
O’Reilly and Sabatini (2013) propose that SBAs serve two general goals for
assessing 21st-century skills. The first is to establish a purpose for reading by simulating
valid literacy tasks that establish a standard of coherence. A standard of coherence is the
level of understanding that readers decide they need in order to meet their reading goals
(van den Broek et al., 2001; van den Broek, Bohn-Gettler, Kendeou, & Carlson, 2011).
Students read more deeply when they believe they have to meet a certain level of
understanding (van den Broek et al., 2001; 2011), and it is assumed by O’Reilly et al. (2013)
that using realistic literacy tasks that match how students read in real life would activate
higher standards of coherence than using multiple-choice questions that may prime
satisficing strategies (Rupp et al., 2006). The second is to support students by making the
assessment experience more coherent and that would make students interested,
motivated, and engaged in what they read. Since 21st-century skills require complex
assessments (Goldman et al., 2013; Sabatini et al., 2014b), it has been argued that students
may be overwhelmed by the tasks required to demonstrate their abilities (O’Reilly et al.,
2013). O’Reilly et al. (2013) hypothesize that students might enjoy collaborating with the
fictional characters and be interested in the narrative of the scenario.
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The key features of SBAs may affect reading comprehension by increasing
students’ situational interest. Situational interest arises from an interaction between the
person and the environment (Chen, Darst, & Pangrazi, 1999). In an educational setting,
situational interest is based on whether students find the material interesting, engaging,
and important (Linnenbrink-Garcia et al., 2010). In SBAs, the overarching purpose may
make the texts seem more interesting by making them appear more important. The
characters (social interaction) and narrative storyline may make students feel more
engaged in the assessment, and the sense of urgency or drama in the narrative storyline
may also make the texts seem more important. Getting lost in the narrative, what Green
and Brock (2000) call “transportation”, may reduce test anxiety by decreasing the salience
of the pressures from the outside world.
Self-determination theory (Ryan & Deci, 2000) explains how the key features of
SBAs might motivate students to work harder. Self-determination theory posits that people
work harder when they feel a sense of competence, relatedness, and autonomy (Ryan &
Deci, 2000) and that the best way to increase motivation is to avoid extrinsic rewards and
instead to focus on instilling intrinsic motivation (Deci, Koestner, & Ryan, 1999; Ryan &
Deci, 2000; Ryan & Weinstein, 2009). Self-determination theory has been shown to be
important factor in learning and educational outcomes (Deci, Vallerand, Pelletier, & Ryan,
1991; Niemiec & Ryan, 2009). Using external motivators to enforce behavior create
performance or achievement goals, which has been repeatedly shown to decrease or
eliminate intrinsic motivation (Deci et al., 1999). Ryan and Weinstein (2009) argue that the
model of high-stakes testing used for standardized testing in the U.S. undermines the
autonomy of the classroom. In one experiment, for instance, teachers who were told they
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were accountable for students reaching proficiency standards reduced the autonomy of
students, were more critical, and spent more time talking thereby reducing the amount of
time for students to complete work (Deci, Spiegel, Ryan, Koestner, & Kauffman, 1982).
Rather than eliminating tests in the classroom, Ryan and Weinstein (2009) argue
that schools could minimize the negative effects of standardized assessment by reducing
the amount of pressure felt by students. Instead of focusing on a goal of high performance
(Deci et al., 1999; Ryan & Deci, 2000), they argue assessments could be created to reinforce
students’ intrinsic motivation to learn and master material. The features of SBA may
motivate students to work harder by addressing these shortcomings. For instance, if
students were focused on completing the goal of the overarching purpose, students may
not be reading and answering questions under the goal of maximizing performance (Ryan
& Weinstein, 2009). Similarly, students may be intrinsically motivated by the social
presence of characters (Mayer, 2014; McLaren, DeLeeuw, & Mayer, 2011b; McQuiggan,
Robison, & Lester 2010; Moreno et al., 2001). One major limitation according to the selfdetermination theory lens is that current SBAs are not interactive, which may undermine
students’ sense of autonomy and choice in the assessment and thus decrease motivation
(Ryan & Weinstein, 2009).
Potential Limitations or Concerns with SBA
Instead of supporting students to do their best, scenarios may instead decrease
performance and overwhelm students. One possible source of decreased performance is
the use of characters. Using characters to assess background knowledge or comprehension,
for example, may decrease performance by overwhelming or distracting students. Experts,
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for example, prefer succinct information presented cleanly (Mayer 2014; McNamara,
2001; McNamara et al., 1996; O’Reilly & McNamara, 2007b) and may find the characters to
be superfluous or annoying. In contrast, if students are struggling to answer background or
comprehension questions, processing the characters’ needs and perspectives may increase
load and overwhelm students. Another potentially negative aspect of SBAs is the narratives
used to frame the assessment. Research from serious games suggests that narratives may
engage students too much (Adams, Mayer, MacNamara, Koenig, & Wainess, 2012;
McQuiggan, Rowe, Lee, & Lester, 2008), distracting them away from the desired learning
outcomes. In this way, narratives may serve as a type of seductive detail (cf. Harp & Mayer,
1997). These studies are reviewed in Chapter 4 in the section on the narrative condition.
Another way that SBA could decrease comprehension is by unnecessarily increasing
cognitive load because all of these features simply add more text to read that may not be
immediately germane to answering questions about each text (Paas & Sweller, 2014;
Sweller, 1999; Sweller, van Merrienboer, & Paas, 1998). Every feature adds some text to the
previous condition. For instance, in the present study, adding these key features to the core
assessment adds 11–13 more pages to the assessment (see Chapter 6, Table 11).
Structure of Tasks and Explicit Criteria in SBA
The structure of SBAs is designed to simulate how students read multiple
documents in the classroom (O’Reilly & Sheehan, 2009). When reading multiple
documents, students typically complete a variety of different tasks that are each
subordinate to the overall reason for reading (Britt & Rouet, 2012; Rouet & Britt, 2011).
For example, students may need to go through a database of sources, choose ones that look
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relevant, and then evaluate whether the sources are reliable and trustworthy (Wiley,
Goldman, Graesser, Sanchez, Ash, & Hemmerich, 2009). This can be very challenging for
students if the tasks are not well specified by their instructors. One explanation for why
students may find this challenging is that they need to update their understanding of what
they are expected to do based on what they have read or as they acquire a more complete
understanding of the task (Britt & Rouet, 2012; Goldman, Lawless, & Manning, 2013; Rouet
& Britt, 2011). For example, students may not initially realize that they are supposed to
provide opposing viewpoints to build an argument from multiple documents. When they
realize this, they may update their understanding to reflect they are required to integrate
conflicting viewpoints. Clear instructions may prevent students from misinterpreting the
task, eliminating the need to update their understanding. SBAs provide criteria in different
ways. For example, they may provide criteria explicitly in the prompt for a given task
(Table 1). Another way SBAs provide criteria is implicitly, by modeling the criteria and
showing a correct example (Figure 1). In the current dissertation, criteria were always
given explicitly.
In the SBAs created by ETS, students complete a series of tasks that are subgoals of
an overarching purpose or task (O’Reilly & Sheehan, 2009) that is given in the introduction
to an SBA. The ordering of the passages is sequenced in a way to support readers of
different ability levels, starting from general background knowledge and moving on to
more specific, specialized content (Sabatini & O’Reilly, 2013). In this dissertation, this
sequence of passages, questions, and the basic support provided by the assessment is
called the core assessment. The superordinate task added to provide additional coherence
to the core assessment is called the overarching purpose, reviewed in the next section and
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in Chapter 3. As students progress through the subtasks in the assessment, they are first
asked to answer questions about what they already know so ETS can assess their prior
knowledge. Then they read a series of texts and complete a variety of different tasks for
each text. After this, they are required to apply what they have read to produce a final
product.

Table 1
Example Item Across All Conditions
Condition
Core
assessment

Task specification
“Write a summary”

Overarching
task

“Write a summary. Summaries contain the important ideas from
the text, omitting trivial details and repeated ideas. Write this as
if it were an article on the website you are creating.”

Social
interaction

Narrative
storyline

In contrast to traditional reading assessments, SBAs may give students a different
type of task for each passage they read. This may reflect how students encounter reading
tasks in everyday life (Britt & Rouet, 2011; Goldman et al., 2013). Each text may be paired
with a different type of task with its own instructions and may have a different format from
other items on the test. For example, students may write a summary for one text and then
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Figure 1. Example of scenario with explicit criteria modeled by character.
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complete a graphic organizer for another. One potential cost is that each student may
interpret the same task differently, as students often have different interpretations of the
same task (Britt, Rouet & Durik, 2018; Kopp, 2013; Vidal-Abarca, Mañá, & Gil, 2010), even
something as simple as writing a summary (Wade-Stein & Kintsch, 2004). Explaining what
students are expected to do (reviewed in Chapter 3 under explicit criteria) is intended to
help ensure that students interpret each task the same way.
Structure of Overarching Purpose in SBA
Before reading texts and answering questions, students are given an overarching
purpose in the introduction to the assessment (Figure 2). Completing the overarching
purpose serves as a superordinate goal that students try to complete during the
assessment, effectively making each task a subgoal of the overarching goal. The
introduction provides the main task and may describe subtasks required to complete the
overarching task. The overarching task is motivated by providing a purpose that is realistic,
such as making a website to “help members of the community become more familiar with
[an] idea” (see Figure 3), such as organic farming. In the introduction, the characters are
introduced who work with the student to complete the task, and background information is
given. There are often pictures on the introductory page to situate the learning experience
in a valid literacy context.
In order to complete an overarching task, such as making a website with a class,
students need to complete a series of subtasks. One such subtask often used in SBAs is to
have students write a summary of what they are reading (see Figure 4). The subtasks are
given by the characters in the story, and are meant to give students the opportunity to

Figure 2. Example overarching tasks presented in introduction to SBA.
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Figure 3. Scenario example depicting overarching task.
Note: This depicts an overarching task being referenced by characters. The task was previously explained to students at the
beginning of the assessment.
29
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Figure 4. Summary example depicting explicit criteria.
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demonstrate learning in small pieces and to promote engagement throughout the
assessment (O’Reilly & Sabatini, 2013). The overarching task is often referenced in the task
specifications for each subtask to serve as a memory cue and build coherence, but this is
not always the case. For example, in Figure 4, students are told by a character, “Dr. Sloane,”
the explicit criteria necessary to write a good summary, but the overarching task is not
mentioned. In contrast, “Brandon” in Figure 3 references the overarching task (i.e., building
a website) but does not explain the explicit criteria. In this example, indicating that the
subtask, writing a summary, will be put on the website implies that students may need to
consider their audience and what their audience may expect or understand.
Students are expected to maintain coherence by updating their mental model for the
overarching purpose as they retrieve more information about what they are being expected
to do (Rouet & Britt, 2011). In Figure 5, for example, characters in the scenario have just
learned that they are going to be moderating a forum for the website. Even though this was
not mentioned in the introduction (Figure 2), students can update their representation of
the website to contain explanatory information and a discussion board (forum). In order to
manage the forum, students will have to review posts (Figure 6), analyzing and evaluating
them according to several criteria, for example, facts opinions, and information that was
incorrect or off topic (Figure 4). In addition to the overarching purpose motivating the
subtask, information from the previous subtasks (e.g., summaries, Figure 4) may remain
active in memory. The overarching purpose could achieve this by changing how students
activate their purpose for reading (reviewed more deeply in Chapter 3) by serving as a
memory cue for later activation (cf. Myers, O’Brien, Albrecht, Mason, 1994) or by serving as
an unsatisfied goal that remains active (Reeve, Cole, & Olson, 1986; Zeigarnik, 1927).

Figure 5. Example from SBA depicting social interaction and updated task models.
Note: In this particular SBA, students were not instructed by the introduction (Figure 2) that they would be serving as forum
moderators. Thus, although this task is consistent with the overarching purpose (and thus coherent), it requires students to
update their task model.
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Figure 6. Example showing subtask required by adopting role of forum moderator.
Note: This role was not foreshadowed in the introduction to the SBA (Figure 2). Students updated their task models as the
scenario progressed (Figure 5)
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Reactivating the main goal before or during each task will help students allocate
cognitive resources or engage in strategic processing required to complete the tasks that
require integrating between distal parts of an assessment.
Role of Characters and the Use of Narratives in SBA
The characters and narratives in SBAs both present the biggest differences
compared to traditional reading assessments (see Figures 3–6). The characters in SBAs
serve multiple functions. The first is that characters present tasks and goals to students,
offering explanations and clarifying when needed. The second is that characters appear to
collaborate with students to complete each task. This aligns with the third function of
characters in SBAs, which is working together with the students to achieve the goal
presented by the overarching task. The final function of characters in SBAs is to progress
with the students through the narrative that spans the assessment and motivate the
overarching purpose. In existing scenarios, students receive instructions in a variety of
formats. Sometimes the characters give the instructions, and generic prompts clarify and
add definitions. Other times, generic text prompts the students to do something and the
characters do not speak directly to the students.
The narratives used by researchers in SBAs have been minimal and overlap with the
overarching purpose. One example is that the student’s classmates (characters) are
studying for a test (overarching task) with their teacher. They have to review several
documents (subtasks). As they go through the materials, the student’s peers and teacher
explain what is expected of them (explicit criteria). As will be discussed later, narratives
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typically include characters, goals, obstacles, and changes that occur over time.
Therefore, SBAs contain these components albeit in limited ways. There are changes over
time, for instance, the characters discover more materials, learn the material to a sufficient
standard, and decide to go home. In another SBA, students decide to make a website to
teach their community about organic farming (overarching task). They collaborate together
(characters) to learn about organic farming by writing essays and answering questions
(subtasks). Their teacher and fellow classmates explain things, such as what websites are
expected to look like and how to moderate a forum (explicating the task model). The
narrative features would include the events that are necessary for the website getting built.
Some SBAs are higher in narrativity. For example, Sparks et al. (2014) used a
narrative where students hear a car accident and leave class with their teacher to make
sure no one is hurt (changes over time). They go outside and find out that no one is hurt,
but the police are investigating who was at fault. Trying to figure out who is at fault serves
as an obstacle. The police ask for help and the students are allowed to participate in the
interviews. The police help them by explaining how to interview participants, a type of
support or scaffolding. This highlights an advantage of using narratives, which is that
students can suspend disbelief, since it is unlikely that a police officer would let students
participate in interrogating subjects. An assessment could require people to evaluate
statements, but without the overall narrative, students may not represent the overarching
task in their task model, as they may not be interested in solving the task model.
One series of studies using scenarios has contained all the elements of a narrative
(Boveri, 2013; Boveri et al., 2012). In this scenario, students collaborated with a friend to
help a senator prepare for a presentation at the U.N. The characters in the scenario
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experienced conflict and stress, such as being blocked by traffic and the time crunch,
which can be considered a type of obstacle (Mandler & Goodman, 1982; Mandler &
Johnson, 1977). The SBAs, however, were different in other respects. The characters did
not have the same depth as those used at ETS, and in this scenario there were no pictures
of the characters and they lacked biographical details. The friend character, for instance,
did not have a name and had not been assigned a gender. The friend character was also
taking advantage of the participants, as the friend was ostensibly working for a senator and
was trying to freeload off the participant to do less work. The scenarios developed at ETS
use peer characters of varying roles and expertise, but there was an element of social
collaboration and equality missing from Boveri (2013) and Boveri and colleagues’ (2012)
scenario. In a direct comparison between the scenario and non-scenario conditions, Boveri
(2013) and Boveri and colleagues (2012) found that the scenario had many negative
effects. The scenario reduced motivation and interest but increased perceived effort and
perceived difficulty. The non-collaborative nature of the scenario used in their SBA could
explain why they found these negative effects. Interestingly, some of these effects were
dependent on the order of documents, such that the scenario was only harmful to certain
measures when the order of passages was more challenging.
Summary of Literature Review
Reading assessments have traditionally measured a model of reading called the SVR
(Hoover & Gough, 1990) that does not meet the demands of literacy in the 21st century.
Although reading tests have been updated to reflect changes in these skills (OECD, 2013),
measuring advanced, 21st-century skills has proved challenging for researchers (Goldman
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& Scardamalia, 2013; Sabatini et al., 2014b). SBAs have shown promise as a way to
measure these advanced skills (O’Reilly et al., 2013; Sabatini et al., 2014a; Sabatini et al.,
2014b).
These new assessments contain a variety of features that are strikingly different
from traditional assessments. They present the assessment in the context of a fictional
narrative (narrative storyline) and contain characters that collaborate with the students
(social interaction) to complete a task that spans the entire assessment (overarching
purpose). These characters serve several roles, collaborating with students as peers,
explaining how to complete tasks (explicit criteria) as a type of mentor, and instructing
students what to do in a way that is normally done by generic text prompts. These
characters may also elicit misconceptions to be corrected and remind students to selfregulate their reading. Addressing and refuting misconceptions (Chi, 2005) and engaging in
self-regulation are both an important part of goal-directed reading in science (Britt,
Richter, & Rouet, 2014). The current dissertation isolates each of these key features to
determine whether they affect reading comprehension. The next chapter reviews how each
of these could affect reading comprehension and factors associated with reading
comprehension, such as interest and motivation.

CHAPTER 3
KEY COMPONENTS OF SCENARIOS AND EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

In this dissertation, I isolated how different components of an SBA may affect
performance on reading comprehension tasks and self-report on measures of engagement,
such as motivation, situational interest, and transportation to the events depicted in a
narrative. The dissertation has four between-participants conditions, each condition
building upon the previous condition by adding a key feature of scenarios, with all
conditions sharing the same embedded tasks and passages. The core assessment condition
is defined by a coherent assessment structure, shared by all the conditions. The
overarching purpose condition adds an overarching task to the core assessment condition.
The social interaction condition adds characters to the overarching purpose condition. The
narrative storyline adds a narrative to the social interaction condition. Table 2 presents a
schematic of the four conditions. The additive design allows for comparing the effect of
each feature without using a fully crossed design. For example, it is possible to estimate the
effect of adding characters to an assessment by comparing the overarching purpose and
social interaction conditions. Similarly, any differences between the social interaction
condition can be attributed to the addition of the narrative, rather than the characters, who
are present in both conditions. Each condition used the same test items, with the items
during the assessment measuring reading comprehension and the items afterwards
measuring engagement.
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Table 2
Design of Dissertation
Embedded
Tasks
X

Coh. str.
X

OA purpose

X

X

X

X

Social interaction

X

X

X

X

X

Narr. storyline

X

X

X

X

X

Condition
Core assessment

Features present
Criteria
OA task

Chars.

Narr.

X

Note: Coh. struct./Coh. str. = coherent structure; OA = overarching; Chars. = Characters;
Narr. = narrative.
There are two main reasons for the additive design. The first is because the features
are highly interdependent and all of them cannot be fully separated for a crossed design.
For instance, it is hard to imagine a narrative storyline without characters, although it
would be possible to isolate some of the features (e.g., overarching tasks without explicit
criteria). The second reason is to compare SBAs to traditional assessments, starting with
the core assessment, which is the closest to traditional assessments in formatting, and then
adding each feature to provide minimal changes between conditions. The order is not
arbitrary but rather based on the interdependent nature of these features. The core
assessment is first in the additive design because it is the foundation of all other conditions.
The overarching purpose is next because the characters of the social interaction condition
could not collaborate on a goal without it. The social interaction condition is after this in
the additive design because a narrative storyline could not exist without characters. Finally,
the narrative storyline requires all the other features to be complete.
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This design serves as a type of titration study to determine at what point does
adding features cause measurable changes in performance and engagement. Making SBAs
requires a lot of resources, it is likely that researchers may create assessments by drawing
on some features of SBAs and not others, and the most logical order to add features is the
same as in the additive design used in this dissertation. It is likely that researchers would
not want to add features past the point measurable changes are found. For example, if
potentially negative effects were to occur only upon adding social interaction, researchers
would not want to add characters to their SBAs on top of an overarching purpose and the
core of the assessment. Similarly, if positive effects were first measured at the social
interaction condition but no increases were found in the narrative storyline, many
researchers would not want to incur the added cost of developing a narrative to frame the
entire assessment.
Below, I will summarize research that addresses how the manipulations in each
condition could affect reading performance. After reviewing the relevant research, I will
discuss the main comparisons that can be made by adding each condition to the one
previous, for example, what can be gained by adding explicit criteria to the core
assessment.
The Core Assessment Condition: Base Condition with Coherent Structure
In this dissertation, the core assessment condition was formatted similarly to
traditional assessments but contained the coherent structure of SBAs that serve as the
template for all the other conditions. All the other conditions used the items from the core
assessment, adding each of the key features of SBAs, respectively. The core assessment
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presented readers with a series of texts to read and tasks to accompany them (reviewed
in Chapter 4). The formatting of the assessment was minimal and looked more like
traditional assessments than the social interaction and narrative storyline conditions.
Although the formatting and presentation of the assessment were similar to traditional
assessments such as the Gates MacGinitie (MacGinitie et al., 2000) and the Nelson-Denny
(Brown et al., 1993), the tasks required by the core assessment were appropriate for high
school and possibly college-level students and require advanced skills beyond the Simple
View of Reading (Hoover & Gough, 1990), such as evaluating evidence and integrating
information between passages.
The core assessment also contained additional support beyond the coherent
structure that is not found in traditional assessments. Students need to understand what
they are being asked to do in order to demonstrate they know how to do the task they have
been given (Britt & Rouet, 2012; Rouet & Britt, 2011). Since students may interpret the
same task in different ways (Kopp, 2013; McCrudden, Magliano, & Schraw, 2010; WadeStein & Kintsch, 2004), SBAs may constrain how students interpret what they are being
asked to do by providing examples and defining expectations (see example in Figure 4). In
this dissertation, I call these features explicit criteria, collectively. In this section, I will
review how SBAs place different task demands on the reader compared to more traditional
styles of assessments and how the original assessment used in this dissertation is meant to
provide support. I will define the task model (Britt & Rouet, 2012; Rouet & Britt, 2011),
how students represent what they are being asked to do, in relation to Simon and Newell’s
(1971) model of problem solving. After this, I will present evidence for how changing tasks
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affect reading and why this means that it is unclear whether students interpret tasks
correctly without explicit criteria.
Task Models and Goals
Each task in SBAs can be viewed as a problem that students are trying to solve that
requires them to first read a text. In order to solve problems, people represent the problem
in what Simon and Newell (1971; Newell & Simon, 1972) call a problem space. A problem
space is the mental representation of the constraints, rules and acceptable steps of the
problem. According to Simon and Newell’s (1971) theory, tasks are translated into problem
spaces that are constrained by a person’s experience solving similar problems. Problem
spaces are solved in what is called a task environment. The task environment contains
external resources, such as task specifications, illustrative examples (i.e., hints and partial
solutions), and tools they may need to solve the problem (e.g., paper, research databases).
The task environment also contains where the problem solver will demonstrate the
solution, such as a chessboard in chess or an answer box when solving word problems.
When the problem has been solved, the problem space is described as being in the goal
state. The goal of problem solving is to reach the goal state from the current state as
efficiently as possible. In reading, the problem space contains what students have to
understand in order to perform well on the task they have been given. The task
environment for reading tasks includes the texts themselves, the prompt students were
given (task specifications), and where they will demonstrate their answer.
When students are given a task that involves reading, they make a mental
representation of what they are being asked to do, essentially a problem space (Britt,
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Rouety, & Durik, 2018; Rouet, Britt, & Durik, 2017). This mental representation is
composed of the task model (Britt & Rouet, 2012; Rouet & Britt, 2011) and the context
model (Rouet et al., 2017). The student interprets how the task is described from the
prompt, called the task specification. The student represents her understanding of the task
as a task goal, which can include what she is being asked to do and the actions she needs to
complete the goal as subgoals. In addition to the task goal, the task model can contain a
representation of the criteria needed to complete the task. The criteria are what standards
the reader thinks he is going to be judged against, including the quality of the output, and
can be considered a type of explicit goal. It is assumed that readers generate their own
criteria based on their prior experience with similar tasks, and it is possible that they may
also be based on engagement factors, such as motivation, interest in the task, and standards
of coherence (Van den Broek, Risden, & Husebye-Hartman, 1995). Their goal to do well
may also affect how they interpret the task specifications. When a student is interested in a
task, even when it is low stakes, they may set standards for themselves higher for the
criteria set by the task they were given. Likewise, explicit criteria may influence students’
motivation to do well separate from their own interest and investment in a task.
Explicit Criteria Affect Outcomes
Researchers have manipulated how to change readers’ task goals in two different
ways. The first way is by changing the task specification by having students complete
different tasks that target the information (Wiley & Voss, 1996; Wiley & Voss, 1999). For
example, readers have been prompted to read the same texts to either “write a summary”
or “write an argument.” This has also been expanded to include explicit criteria, for
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instance, what is expected by a “summary” or “an argument” (Gil, Bråten, Vidal-Abarca,
Strømsø, 2010), to ensure students construct the same task model. The second way
researchers have manipulated task goals is by giving readers different embedded tasks that
indirectly affect how students read (Cerdán & Vidal-Abarca, 2008; Cerdán, Vidal-Abarca,
Martínez, Gilabert, Gil, 2009; Rouet, Vidal-Abarca, Bert-Erboul, & Millogo, 2001).
In their first study, Wiley and Voss (1996) instructed students to write an essay that
integrated information between several texts about history. Some students were given
these texts as separate parts of a single document, whereas others were given the texts as
separate documents written by different authors. Students who were instructed to write an
“argument” integrated more information between sources than students who were
instructed to write a “history” or “narrative.” Students who were given multiple sources
and told to write an argument recalled more information on a post-test than those in the
other conditions. Wiley and Voss (1999) replicated their earlier paper-based study (1996)
on computers using the same materials, adding an “explanation” condition and changing
the outcome measures. Students who read multiple sources and wrote “arguments” made
more inferences, used more causal language in their essays, and integrated information
between sources. Importantly, this suggests that students created different task models
while based on changing one word (e.g., “argument” vs. “summary”), but it is unknown how
students interpreted each of these words to construct a task model.
In a similar study, Gil et al. (2010) manipulated the task specifications to change
how students interpreted the task. The task specifications also gave the explicit criteria for
what they should include to either write a “summary” or an “argument” in order to
constrain how students could interpret the task. Students were instructed in the summary
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condition: “Imagine that you have to write a brief report to other students that
summarizes the causes of climate change” (Gil et al., 2010, pg. 163). This prompt informs
students that the summary will have an audience (other students) and that they will have
to include causal information. In their argument condition, students were prompted:
“Imagine that you have to write a brief report to other students where you express and
justify your personal opinion about what are the causes of climate change” (Gil et al., 2010,
pg. 163). This prompt, in contrast to Wiley and Voss’s (1996, 1999) instructions to “write
an argument” explains to students that arguments should contain opinions that are
justified. Both conditions in Gil et al.’s (2010) study were instructed to only include
relevant information and to write in their own words (Gil et al., 2010), features that are
essential to writing summaries (Dunlosky, Rawson, Marsh, Nathan, & Willingham, 2013). In
experiment 1, Gil et al. (2010) found that students who wrote summaries scored better on
comprehension and wrote more integrated essays than those who wrote arguments,
contrary to Wiley and Voss (1996; 1999). In experiment 2 (Gil et al., 2010), they showed
that when controlling for prior knowledge, students performed better in comprehension
and wrote more integrated essays when told to write an argument.
Without a direct comparison condition, it is hard to determine what caused the
differences between Gil et al.’s (2010) and Wiley and Voss’ (1999) studies. One possible
reason for the differences between Gil et al.’s (2010) and Wiley and Voss’s studies may be
that participants in Wiley and Voss’s (1996, 1999) studies may have more fully understood
what constitutes an argument than Gil et al.’s (2010) participants. That is, the differences
may be accounted for by differences in their task models based on prior experience with
argument schema. It is possible that students had knowledge regarding the tasks that were
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unavailable or inaccessible because the criteria were not made explicit. Another possible
reason for the differences between the two studies may have been due to the types of
materials used. In Wiley and Voss’s (1999) study, they used primary documents in history.
In contrast, Gil et al. (2010) used secondary sources in science. Gil et al.’s (2010) study did
not contain a comparison condition where the students were given a task without
clarifying what students were expected to do, so it is not possible to determine whether
explaining the “summary” vs. “argument” tasks affected how students constructed their
task model.
Researchers have also manipulated readers’ task models by using different
embedded tasks that require readers to understand and integrate different aspects of the
same text materials. Cerdán and Vidal-Abarca (2008) had students read a series of multiple
documents about bacteria and were given one of two tasks to complete while reading.
Students were either instructed to answer questions on information from each text or to
write an essay that required them to integrate the same information between texts. There
were no differences in performance on the reading tasks or on questions that required the
students to make inferences about the texts. There was a difference, however, on
performance on a transfer task. Students who wrote the integrative essay scored better on
solving a new problem, applying what they learned about bacteria to a realistic situation
that required understanding of bacteria, genetic mutations, and resistance to antibiotics.
In one study, Rouet et al. (2001) gave students the same materials but primed
different reading strategies by changing the types of questions they asked students.
Students were ostensibly given the same task of reading to answer questions, but the
participants were given questions that targeted different types of information in the texts.
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One group received questions that required students to process high-level information
found in the passage. The other group received questions that focused on smaller details
found within individual sentences. Students who were given questions that required highlevel information from the texts tended to focus more on high-level information found in
the passages. In contrast, the students who were given low-level questions focused on
smaller details. In a study with similar methods, Cerdán et al. (2009) found that students
who answered high-level questions understood the documents more deeply than those
who were given low-level questions. Similarly, Britt and Sommer (2004) found that tasks
targeting the first of two texts affected how students integrated between both texts.
Students who summarized or answered high-level questions about the first text integrated
more between both texts than those who either read the first text without summarizing or
answered low-level questions about the first text.
In summary, making explicit changes to the task specifications (Gil et al. 2010; Wiley
& Voss, 1996, 1999) and changing the embedded tasks (Cerdán & Videl-Abarca, 2008;
Cerdán et al., 2009; Rouet et al., 2001) can affect student processing, learning, and memory.
None of these studies, however, directly measured what students represented in their task
models. Kopp (2013) showed direct evidence that students represent given tasks in
different ways, but it is unknown how different outcomes caused by task manipulations
directly correlate with differences in how students create task models.
The Overarching Purpose Condition: Adding Overarching Tasks
In SBAs, students complete each task to solve a larger problem with the characters
in the scenario. Each activity that characters complete in the scenario is a subtask towards
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solving this larger problem, which can be viewed as an overarching task. Completing this
overarching task serves as a superordinate goal for the students taking the assessment,
intended to provide overall coherence to the assessment (O’Reilly & Sabatini, 2013). In the
extant literature, these goals are usually project based (cf. Halvorsen et al., 2012), such as
learning about organic farming to make a website (Sabatini et al., 2014a), forming a study
group to prepare for a test (O’Reilly, et. al, 2014), and trying to figure out who caused an
accident at the scene of a crime (Sparks et al., 2014). Each of these tasks is intended to give
students a context to motivate and organize their tasks and reduce overall load.
In this section, I review how the overarching purposes are used to create a coherent
assessment experience and how this may affect comprehension by enacting relevance
processing, creating memory structures to activate goal representations, and by setting
standards for reading based on the overarching task. There are two primary ways in which
overarching tasks could affect comprehension and motivation. The first is that the
overarching purpose causes students to generate implicit goals and consider the audience
implied by the authentic tasks using top-down processes. The second is that the
overarching purpose causes students to maintain activation of the task model and
accessibility for relevant text information using bottom-up processes.
Authentic Tasks Increase Performance
Working towards achieving a superordinate goal in an assessment could also affect
how students read by implicitly activating standards and expectations required to
complete the overarching task. These standards and expectations would come from
students’ experiences with tasks from their everyday lives. For traditional tests, students
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set their standards for reading only as high as they need to do in order to satisfice and
answer the questions (Rupp et al., 2006), assuming they even read the texts at all (Coleman
et al., 2010; Keenan & Betjemann, 2006; Ready et al., 2013). SBAs are intended to simulate
authentic literacy tasks that students may encounter in the classroom and their everyday
lives (O’Reilly et al., 2013), which may activate the standards and expectations from these
situations. With appropriate world knowledge, students should know, for example, that
websites are written differently than other media, such as textbooks, newspapers, or
magazines. For example, students that are reading to create a public website may implicitly
set different standards of coherence (van den Broek et al., 2001; van den Broek et al., 1995)
than students who are studying for a test in a study group. Students studying for a test may
be satisficing to pass the test rather than understand deeply.
When each task is being completed in relation to an overarching task in a scenario,
readers may consider the perspective of the intended audience. In authentic reading
situations, students read and write differently when they are anticipating how an audience
will evaluate their performance (Block, 2013; Cohen & Riel, 1989; Roen & Willey, 1988).
Cohen and Riel (1989), for example, had 7th-grade students write two essays in class, one as
a letter to an unknown peer as an email and the other as a term paper for their teacher. The
students believed that the letter was a social activity and that the essay would impact their
grades, but in actuality, there were no other peers and the essays did not impact their
grades in class. The students’ teachers graded all the essays, blind to condition, according
to holistic rubrics that were already in use in the classroom. Independent scorers also
coded the essays using an established rubric that broke essay quality down into component
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skills. Students wrote better essays on the same content to peers at another school than
they wrote to their own teacher for a grade.
Block (2013) replicated these findings on authentic tasks, controlling for the social
differences between peers and teachers as an audience. Students in 4th grade wrote to an
external audience that consisted of authority figures who were comparable to their teacher,
such as a librarian. Students wrote better explanatory essays to an external audience than
when writing to their own teacher, scored across several criteria (i.e., holistic quality,
accuracy, number of details, etc.). It has also been shown that writing to an audience can
also affect college-age students, such as in Roen and Willey’s (1988) study, which showed
that college students wrote better essays when they were instructed to consider their
audience. The effects of writing to an audience were increased when students were given
the opportunity to revise their essays, compared to when they only wrote a single draft.
Together, these results show that the overarching purpose of a scenario could impact the
way students interpret their task because valid literacy tasks, such as creating a website or
writing as part of a fictional job, often include an external audience that students must
consider when writing. It is assumed that for the overarching purpose condition, students’
experience with the world will implicitly activate the goal of considering the audience
because it is relevant to the overarching goal of creating a website.
The Overarching Task Should Increase Accessibility and Salience
In SBAs, overarching tasks could provide coherence by cuing resonance processes
(Myers et al., 1994) to increase the accessibility of information necessary to complete the
task while completing subtasks. This is analogous to the research on resonance (Myers et
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al., 1994), which shows that low-level cues can reactivate backgrounded information
about characters in narratives when the current information overlaps (“resonates”) with
previously encountered information. Research also shows that information is activated
more when it overlaps causally and semantically with previous information (Wolfe,
Magliano, & Larsen, 2005) and that this activation interacts with goal-based processes (van
den Broek, Rapp, & Kendeou, 2005). References to the overarching purpose may also serve
as low-level cues to maintain and activate information from previous tasks, including the
content and goals. Without an overarching task, readers may not activate the appropriate
information, which could cause readers to integrate information that is irrelevant or to
prime inappropriate strategies. With an overarching task, readers should be able to
integrate information that is important to what they are reading and deactivate
information that is no longer important. For example, if students are moderating a forum
post (see Figure 6), they should not integrate this information to a summary task (e.g., see
Figure 4) they complete afterwards, regardless of whether information becomes activated
through passive processes.
An overarching purpose could increase activation of the task model for an
assessment and could also increase memory for relevant text content. It is unknown how
students maintain and update their task models once they have been created. However,
establishing the overarching goal at the beginning of an assessment leaves it open ended,
which should increase activation of the goal due to the Zeigarnik effect (Zeigarnik, 1927).
According to the Zeigarnik effect, goals that are unsatisfied remain active until they have
been completed (Reeve, Cole, & Olson, 1986; Schiffman & Greist-Bousquet, 1992; Weiner,
Johnson, & Mehrabian, 1968). With an overarching purpose, each of the tasks should
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become subgoals of the overarching purpose students represent as part of their task
models. The overarching purpose, a goal, should remain unsatisfied as the assessment
continues. It is assumed that arranging the tasks into a structured representation could
help students keep track of what they are doing and why they are doing it, reducing
cognitive load and increasing available resources for completing the given tasks.
Relevance and Goal Focusing
Students focus on information that is relevant to what they are trying to accomplish
when reading (Kaakinen & Hyönä, 2005, 2010; Kaakinen, Hyönä, & Viljanen, 2011;
McCrudden, Magliano, & Schraw, 2010; McCrudden & Schraw, 2007; van den Broek et al.,
2001). According to McCrudden and Schraw (2007), providing instructions that specify
what is important in the reading environment before reading should help readers pay less
attention to information that is not relevant to their goals. In their research, the relevance
instructions provide goals to the reader (e.g., imagine you are thinking about moving to
Honduras). According to their model, relevance instructions focus attention on either
information in the text or other resources that are relevant to the goal. After receiving
relevance instructions, readers adopt the goal, choose appropriate strategies, and allocate
necessary resources in order to read and learn from text.
Readers focus on features that are relevant to a perspective that they adopt
(McCrudden & Schraw, 2007). Evidence shows that perspective taking affects how students
recall information. For example, across several experiments, readers are told to adopt the
perspective of either a burglar or a homebuyer when reading a text that could be
interpreted by either perspective (Anderson & Pichert, 1978; Pichert & Anderson, 1977;
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Schraw, Wade, & Kardash, 1993). In their classic 1977 study, Pichert and Anderson
asked participants to read a passage about kids either from the perspective of a burglar or
from the perspective of a real estate agent. Participants recalled more information that was
more relevant to their perspective than the other, measured both immediately after
reading and after a week delay. In another study, Anderson and Pichert (1978) showed
these effects occurred even when participants were told to adopt a different perspective at
the time of recall. This shows that adopting a perspective affects both the encoding of new
information and the retrieval of information. Research also shows that perspective taking
also affects what readers deem relevant when reading multiple documents (McCrudden et
al., 2010).
Information that is relevant to the overarching purpose in an SBA should be more
salient to readers than information that is not relevant to the overarching task, serving to
make what O’Reilly et al. (2013) call a coherent assessment narrative. For example, when
reading to build a website, students may pay more attention to information that would be
relevant to the perspective of someone making a website. This should affect performance.
Research shows that readers focus on information in a text that is relevant to their goals
(Goldman et al., 2012; Rouet et al., 2001; Wiley et al., 2009). For example, a student who is
familiar with the term “green schools” (see Figures 3 and 4) may not feel the need to define
the term when writing a summary for an assessment that does not have an overarching
task. In contrast, a student writing a summary as part of a website may consider the
audience of the website, making sure to include the definition of the term “green schools” if
she believes the general audience may not be aware of what the term means, serving as an
implicit goal.
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The Social Interaction Condition: Collaborating with Social Characters
The characters in SBAs serve different purposes. One is to provide a functional role,
such as peer, teacher, or coach (Baylor & Kim, 2005). This enables the assessment to
simulate a reading environment that aligns with how students read outside the context of
assessment. Another role is that they may be used as part of the functional architecture of
the computerized system. That is, characters are used to help the user navigate the
computer program, provide instructions or to provide help (e.g., Microsoft’s “Clippy”).
Hence, characters are ideally suited to helping students navigate and complete SBAs. The
characters are used to present each of the key features of SBAs. For example, characters are
used to prompt students to complete each task and explicate the task model (core
assessment), collaborate with the reader on an overarching task (social interaction), and
participate in a rich, narrative scenario (narrative storyline). In extant scenarios, the
characters collaborate with peers (e.g., Boveri et al., 2012; Sabatini et al., 2014a; O’Reilly et
al., 2014) on a task given to them by an authority figure, such as a teacher (Sabatini et al.,
2014a; O’Reilly et al., 2014), police officer (Sparks et al., 2014), or senator (Boveri et al.,
2012).
In this section, I will review the rationale for including characters in scenarios
primarily by drawing on research from multimedia learning and intelligent tutoring
systems. I will review the benefits of including agents (Moreno, Mayer, Spires, & Lester,
2001) and the way that students perceive (Baylor & Kim, 2005) and react (McQuiggan et
al., 2010) to characters. If readers adopt the perspective of the characters in the scenario,
they may internalize the goals of the characters (Albrecht, O’Brien, Mason, & Myers, 1995),
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serving as a cue for the overarching purpose. After this, I will review how characters
should interact with students in order to maximize their benefits (Mayer, 2014).
Rationale for Including Characters in Assessment
There are various reasons that designers of SBA include characters (O’Reilly et al.,
2014). One is that characters are intended to motivate students to try their best. For
example, intelligent tutors often include motivational agents who help to encourage the
user or provide emotional support (Baylor & Kim, 2005). They typically communicate to
the user in natural language and so can give encouragement when the user is not doing
well (e.g., “That was a hard one.” “You can do better next time”). Ideally, increasing
motivation should affect performance, but it is also possible that characters will increase
motivation without affecting performance as a mediator (Mayer, Fennell, Farmer, &
Campbell, 2004).
A second reason is that characters can serve as a vicarious role model. For example,
a character may model a task by doing it and showing it to the user, modeling how to
successfully complete a task. Characters also actively promote collaboration (McLaren et
al., 2011b; O’Reilly et al., 2014). This idea comes from the tradition of Vygotsky (1978),
who argued that all learning is essentially a social interaction, an idea which is now called
situated learning (Anderson, Reder, & Simon, 1996; Lave & Wenger, 1991; Purcell-Gates,
Anderson, Gagne, Jang, Lenters, & McTavish, 2012). Situated learning emphasizes that
learning is enhanced when it takes place in authentic social contexts. Therefore, having
characters in an assessment will also provide an authentic context for assessment and
learning. This view is also consistent with modern theories of reading which view reading
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as situated in a social context (Sabatini et al., 2014b; Snow, 2002). Last, characters in
SBAs can present content to the user, such as a passage or information pertaining to a
narrative storyline.
Pedagogical Agents Increase Learning and Motivation
Broadly, there are two different ways that characters could affect learning, either by
distracting students which would decrease learning, or by motivating them to increase
their effort which would tend to increase learning (Moreno et al., 2001). In regard to
distracting students, research has shown that adding interesting details to a text, such as an
anecdote or picture, can distract students and reduce their performance (Banas & Sanchez,
2012; Harp & Mayer, 1997, 1998; Sanchez & Wiley, 2006). This finding is called the
seductive details effect (Harp & Mayer, 1998). According to this view, adding characters to
an assessment would be a type of seductive detail (Moreno et al., 2001). In contrast, the
other view is that the presence of characters should increase learning either by improving
recall through increased interest in the topic (Moreno et al., 2001) or by activating social
processes which increase effort and processing (McLaren et al., 2011b). Research supports
the second view: students have been shown to learn the most from a polite agent (McLaren,
DeLeeuw, & Mayer, 2011a), to learn less from a neutral or formal agent (Mayer et al.,
2004), and to learn the least when there is no agent at all (Lester et al., 1997; Moreno et al.,
2001).
Moreno et al. (2001) investigated whether students would be distracted by the
presence of pedagogical agents when learning how to identify plants. In their first study,
they had students learn how to identify plants with or without pedagogical agents. After
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completing the intervention, students answered recall questions, solved new problems
that required them to apply what they learned (known as transfer problems), and
completed a survey about their experience. There was no effect of pedagogical agents on
recall, but students who learned from pedagogical agents solved more transfer problems
than students who learned without the pedagogical agents. In a series of follow up studies,
they compared different versions of the pedagogical agents used to teach students how to
identify plants. Students learned more when they interacted with a more interactive agent
and when the agent spoke in a human voice. There was no effect on learning depending on
whether the students had seen a visual picture of the agent. Their research showed that
students were not distracted by the agents and that students learned more when they had
agents than without.
Moreno et al. (2001) also showed that learning from pedagogical agents increased
student interest and motivation as indicated by survey responses. In experiment 1 (above),
students were asked about how they perceived both the learning environment (i.e.,
multimedia) and the material they were learning. Students who learned from a pedagogical
agent indicated they were more interested in the material and were more interested in
learning more. Learning from pedagogical agents did not affect perceived difficulty. As
mentioned previously, the pedagogical agent increased performance on transfer questions.
McQuiggan et al. (2010) measured whether students had affective reactions while
learning from pedagogical agents. The researchers had students learn about biology in a
3-D learning environment, called Crystal Island. On Crystal Island, students learned about
several topics in biology by exploring a tropical island and solving problems, collaborating
with several character agents in a narrative storyline. After interacting with a character,
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participants were asked several questions about their affective states. Students had a
variety of reactions to the agents, including transitioning between boredom, excitement,
and flow (a feeling of immersion, cf. Nakamura & Csikszentmihalyi, 2002).
The “Personalization Principle” in Multimedia Learning
There have been two proposed mechanisms for how agents increase learning, either
through making students more interested in what they are learning (Mayer et al., 2004) or
by making them work harder because of social cues (McLaren et al., 2011b; Moreno et al.,
2001). Social agency theory (Mayer, 2014; McLaren et al., 2011b) stipulates that students
learn more from agents when the agents communicate using social cues, such as politeness,
individual personalities, and affective reactions to what students say. Although this theory
has been used to explain why making agents more polite helps students learn (McLaren et
al., 2011b), it also explains why students learn more deeply from agents than without them
(Moreno et al., 2001). Some researchers have argued pedagogical agents increase learning
by activating a set of social processes that support learning (McLaren et al., 2011b; Moreno
et al., 2001). Research suggests that people need “minimal priming” (McLaren et al., 2011b,
pg. 72) to interact with computers conversationally, treating computers as what Reeves
and Nass (1996) call social partners (Louwerse, Graesser, McNamara, & Lu, 2009). McLaren
et al. (2011b) argue that when students accept a computer as social partners, they commit
to putting in as much effort as required to understand what the speaker says, which is the
same as for human conversational partners (cf. Grice, 1975).
In multimedia learning environments, students learn more when they are interacting
with characters or agents who are polite (Mayer et al., 2004; McLaren et al., 2011a;
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McLaren et al., 2011b; McLaren, Lim, Yaron, & Koedinger, 2007), emotionally supportive
(Maldonado et al., 2005), and conversationally informal (Mayer et al., 2004; McLaren et al.,
2007; Moreno & Mayer, 2000). Students are also sensitive to other social characteristics of
the agents, such as such as how supportive (Baylor & Kim, 2005; Brave, Nass, &
Hutchinson, 2005; Maldonado et al., 2005; Ryu & Baylor, 2005) or knowledgeable (Baylor
& Kim, 2005; Ryu & Baylor, 2005) the agents are, and learn more from tutors who adjust
their strategies based on students’ boredom, confusion, and frustration (D’Mello &
Graesser, 2012; Graesser, D’Mello, & Strain, 2014). In one study, McLaren et al. (2011b)
found that making agents more conversational (i.e., personalized) did not affect learning
for high knowledge students, but the conversational tutor increased learning for students
with low prior knowledge.
Beyond conversational style, agents can be more personalized based on the roles they
adopt (Baylor & Kim, 2005; Maldonado et al., 2005; Mayer, 2014). Students learn more
from agents who are supportive (Baylor & Kim, 2005; Maldonado et al., 2005) and
knowledgeable (Baylor & Kim, 2005) and react to students’ responses (D’Mello & Graesser,
2012). In a study by Maldonado et al. (2005), for example, students learned more from
characters who were supportive, encouraging them when they were right (e.g., “I knew
you’d get it right!”) and consoling them when they were wrong (e.g., “This is very tough”).
In this study, students also indicated on surveys that they viewed the supportive agents as
being more “credible” and “intelligent” than the agents who were neutral in tone
(Maldonado et al., 2005, pg. 413). These findings are corroborated by a study by Baylor and
Kim (2005), who found that learning and motivation were affected by the roles of the
agents.
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The Narrative Storyline Condition: Framing Assessments with Narratives
All of the key features within an SBA are interconnected and embedded within a
narrative storyline that frames the entire assessment. The storyline revolves around
collaborating with the characters to solve a problem. The problem they are trying to solve
spans the entire assessment (overarching purpose). In the story, the characters work with
the student to make sure everyone understands how to successfully complete each task
(i.e., explicit criteria). The storyline takes place over time, with a beginning, middle, and
end. It is important to note that although the narrative storyline and the overarching
purpose both span the entire assessment, they are different. The overarching purpose
provides the superordinate goal structure for the SBA, whereas the narrative motivates this
goal structure and situates the purpose-driven reading within the fictional world that the
characters inhabit.
There is no single definition of what constitutes a narrative. However, there are a
few common features of narratives (Mandler & Johnson, 1977). One is that narratives occur
in a setting, specified by a time and a place. Usually, there is at least one protagonist or
agent who experiences a series of events or changes that occur over time (Mandler &
Johnson, 1977). Another common element is that the protagonist is challenged by one or
more obstacles (goal blockages) that the protagonist attempts to overcome. These features
appear in story grammars that were proposed by psychologists in the 1970s (see Mandler
& Johnson, 1977). It is beyond the scope of this dissertation to summarize the many ways
that researchers in psychology and literary criticism have characterized how narratives
differ. Narratives may vary in other characteristics, as well. It has also been proposed that
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stories may vary on their narrativity, that is, how many elements of narrative that the
story has (McQuiggan, Rowe, Lee, & Lester, 2008). According to McQuiggan et al. (2008),
richer storylines are higher in narrativity, whereas more minimal, less dramatic storylines
are lower in narrativity.
Rationale for Including Narratives in SBA and Possible Benefits
Framing an assessment using a narrative-based scenario is intended to motivate
students to work harder and make them more interested in what they read (O’Reilly &
Sabatini, 2013). Narratives may help readers construct a memory structure to remember
what they read in the expository texts. Narrative texts are easier to process than expository
texts (Graesser, Hauft-Smith, Cohen, & Pyles, 1980) and match the structure and experience
of everyday life (Graesser, Singer, & Trabasso, 1994). Readers make more inferences to
prior knowledge when reading narratives (van den Broek et al., 2001), which may be
because they have extensive prior knowledge on how everyday life works (Graesser et al.,
1994). Interestingly, when the same information is presented in either a narrative or
expository text with identical structures, low prior knowledge has been shown to decrease
comprehension for the expository version but not for the narrative version of the same text
(Wolfe & Woodwyk, 2010). These processes that support narrative comprehension could
be activated by the narratives within SBA to support comprehension of the passages
presented in the assessment.
One way that narratives could support comprehension is by making the entire
assessment more coherent for the reader (O’Reilly & Sabatini, 2013; O’Reilly et al., 2014;
Sabatini et al., 2014a; Sabatini et al., 2014b). The narrative may build coherence by
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providing the reason for each task. Understanding the purpose behind each task may
allow students to differentiate between which information is only important to an
individual task and which information is important to completing the overarching purpose.
Viewing information this way may help focus reading each individual passage and
encourage readers to integrate information between documents. It is unknown, however,
how adding the narratives to scenario-based learning would impact reading in the context
of an SBA. However, there are many aspects of discovery-based narrative games that are
similar enough to current SBAs to speculate.
Narratives in Serious Games and Digital Learning Environments
Serious games are games that are meant to teach rather than entertain (Adams et al.,
2012; McQuiggan et al., 2008; Wouters, van Nimwegan, van Oostendorp, & van der Spek,
2013). The studies reviewed in this section use narrative-discovery games, which contain
3-D worlds, characters, and a narrative storyline (Adams et al., 2012; McQuiggan et al.,
2008) in which students learn or “discover” skills. Using narratives in discovery games is
intended to make students more interested in what they are learning and hence increase
learning, which is called the narrativity hypothesis (Adams et al., 2012). Although a metaanalysis has shown that serious games increase learning, it failed to show that they
increase motivation (Wouters et al., 2013). One possible reason, given by Wouters et al.
(2013), is that learners do not feel they had the autonomy to choose to play a game.
Autonomy and a sense of choice has been shown to be important parts of what motivates
people to play video games intended for entertainment (Ryan, Rigby, & Przybylski, 2006).
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Despite these findings, serious games have been shown to increase learning (Wouters et
al., 2013), but there is evidence that the narrative component can decrease learning.
Narratives Decrease Learning but Increase Interest
In the first experiment by Adams et al. (2012), the authors tested the support for the
narrativity hypothesis. Participants learned about pathogens either by playing a serious
game called Crystal Island or by viewing a PowerPoint that contained the same material. In
the game, students controlled a character who is on a remote jungle island researching an
unknown, dangerous pathogen. The student learns about how pathogens work, test
samples, and collaborate with other characters in an attempt to identify the pathogen.
Their overall purpose behind researching is to protect themselves and others on the island,
which is tied into the narrative structure. Students who played Crystal Island solved fewer
transfer problems and scored lower on multiple-choice retention questions than students
who learned the same information from the PowerPoint presentation. Students in the
serious game condition also indicated they found learning to be more challenging than
those who learned from the PowerPoint.
In Experiment 2, Adams et al. (2012) controlled for narrativity as a factor by using a
game called Cache 17, where students learn how electro-mechanical devices work. In one
condition, similar to Experiment 1, students learned from a PowerPoint. In addition to the
PowerPoint condition, there were two game conditions: narrative and non-narrative. In the
narrative condition, the game was unmodified, with narrative content occurring before and
after the main game play. Before the game, the narrative scene gives a purpose for reading
and provides the background story. After the game in the narrative scene, a character in the
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game reveals herself as a double agent and betrays the player. The non-narrative
condition removed these scenes. In the game, students searched for a stolen painting from
World War II in a secret bunker. In order to explore the bunker, they had to learn about
how electro-mechanical devices work so they could break open the locks on doors in the
bunker. Similar to Experiment 1, the group that learned from a PowerPoint performed
better on questions that mixed problem solving and retention than the students who
played the serious game. For the serious game conditions (i.e., narrative and nonnarrative), there was no difference between the narrative and non-narrative groups on
problem solving or retention. For playing time, however, there was a difference between
the groups. The narrative group spent more time using the in-game resources, such as
reading the reference materials and asking the characters questions. A manipulation check
showed the participants who played the narrative condition reported more details about
the game and rated the story as having a higher narrative than the group who played
without the narrative scenes before and after the game. There were no differences in
interest or motivation.
Although these studies by Adams et al. (2012) show that learning from PowerPoint
slides was better than learning from either Crystal Island or Cache 17, the argument that
narrativity matters was weakly supported. Whereas it is clear playing the game decreased
learning, it is uncertain why removing the narrative did not decrease cognitive load and
affect performance. One possible explanation is that the narrative was manipulated only
before and after the game play, leaving the learning process unmodified. Another possible
explanation, offered by Adams et al. (2012), is that the narrative in their study did not
affect learning because it was not aligned with the content being learned in the scenario (cf.
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Wolfe & Mienko, 2007). The two games differed on how closely aligned the to-be-learned
outcomes were with the narrative content. According to Adams et al. (2012), the narrative
content of Crystal Island better matched the tasks in the game than Cache 17 (e.g., learning
about pathogens to help people not get sick vs. learning about locks while looking for a
painting; they are not semantically related, though both are coherent). Their study did not
test Crystal Island without the narrative. This is important because the narrative of Crystal
Island is embedded throughout the game, unlike Cache 17.
A study by McQuiggan et al. (2008) tested the narrativity hypothesis with a version
of Crystal Island that manipulated the narrativity during the learning portions of the game.
In the low narrativity condition, McQuiggan et al. (2008) kept the overall storyline but
removed the dramatic subplot (including an attempted murder) and changed the
characters to remove their distinct biographies and personalities. The high-narrativity
condition, in contrast, contained all these potentially distracting elements. The PowerPoint
condition was similar to the one used by Adams et al. (2012). Students who read a
PowerPoint recalled more than students who learned while playing Crystal Island.
Narrativity also affected learning. Students in the high narrativity condition learned less
than those in the low narrativity condition. Narrativity increased a sense of “presence,”
which is a subjective feeling where people feel present within a narrative or game, rather
than feeling like an observer. Students with higher interest indicated more presence in the
narrative. This suggests that the features of narratives that are interesting (drama, exciting
characters, etc.) are also detrimental to learning.
It is possible that increasing the narrativity in serious games decreases learning by
increasing extraneous cognitive load (cf. Paas & Sweller, 2014; Sweller, 1999; Sweller et al.,
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1998) distracting learners from paying attention to important information by serving as
seductive details (cf. Harp & Mayer, 1997). It is unknown whether narratives may affect
assessment in the same way. It is possible that narratives cause extraneous load in serious
games because of the other extraneous features of serious games (e.g., discovery learning,
etc.). Since SBAs do not have many of these features, adding narratives may not serve as
extraneous load. Similarly, narratives may only serve as seductive details in serious games
because students already view serious games as entertainment rather than educational. In
comparison, adding narratives may not cause students to view the SBAs as entertainment.
Narrative storylines may support learning and comprehension in ways yet unknown.
Summary of Key Components of Scenarios
SBAs contain many features not present in traditional assessments, including a core
assessment that is structured to support student comprehension, an overarching purpose,
social interaction, and narrative storylines. Each of these features could impact reading in
different ways, and it is unknown whether each of them will support reading
comprehension or be distracting to students. The current study separates each of the key
elements of SBAs in order to determine how each of the key features could affect reading
comprehension and how students experience reading.

CHAPTER 4
OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY: HYPOTHESES AND PREDICTIONS

Before addressing the hypotheses and predictions for the experiment, I will
summarize tasks used to measure comprehension and engagement that measured in the
experiment. The scoring for these will be discussed in Chapter 6.
Tasks for Measuring Comprehension
In this dissertation, I measured the comprehension of single documents and
multiple documents on the same topic and also measured readers’ ability to comprehend
the arguments presented by these documents. Together, the different outcome measures
for reading will be called comprehension and the different states referring to motivation,
interest, and affect (i.e., enjoying or liking the assessment) will be referred to by the term
engagement.
Reading comprehension is a multi-faceted construct that is best assessed by
complementary measures that converge on different aspects of successful comprehension
(Magliano et al., 2007; O’Reilly & Sheehan, 2009). According to Kintsch’s (1988; 1998)
construction-integration model, reading comprehension can be broken into three different
levels of representation: the surface, the textbase, and the situation model. The surface
level contains information about individual phrases and sentences, including font, syntax
and the precise words used. The textbase is a representation of the propositions (i.e., ideas)
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present in the text, including how the ideas are structured by the author. The situation
model contains inferences derived from the text together with the reader’s world
knowledge. Each of the reading performance measures in the current study measure
comprehension either at the propositional textbase or the situation model levels of
Kintsch’s (1998) model or at the integrated model of multiple documents (Britt & Rouet,
2012; Perfetti, Rouet, & Britt, 1999; Rouet & Britt, 2011). Understanding multiple
documents requires readers to integrate information presented from each document and
to make inferences between documents (Britt & Rouet, 2012; Perfetti et al., 1999; Rouet &
Britt, 2011).
Reading multiple documents requires different skills than reading single documents
(Goldman et al., 2013). Reading single documents requires readers both to focus on
textbase-level information that is directly evident in the text and to construct a situation
model based on integrating the text with world knowledge. Reading multiple documents
requires the reader not only to focus on understanding each document in isolation, but to
represent an integrated model of all the relevant documents together (Britt & Rouet, 2012;
Perfetti et al., 1999; Rouet & Britt, 2011), selecting appropriate documents and evaluating
the content and the source of the document (Rouet & Britt, 2011).
Hypotheses and Predictions for Comprehension
There are three different hypotheses that globally describe the effect of each
manipulation (Table 3). The goal focusing hypothesis predicts that adding the overarching
purpose to the core assessment will increase comprehension by creating a superordinate
goal structure for the students’ task model to organize their thinking. This would then
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serve as a memory cue for participants to use to remind them of what will happen.
Adding an overarching purpose is assumed to cause students to look for information that is
relevant to their purpose for reading. The overarching purpose may serve as a cue for
integration between documents as they read and to include this as part of their summaries.
Having an overarching purpose may reduce cognitive resources required to complete tasks
and increase interest and motivation causing students to work harder.

Table 3
Explanations of Hypotheses for Measures of Comprehension
Hypothesis
name
Goal focusing

Comparison

Predictions

Assumptions

Criteria vs.
Purpose

Criteria ≤
Purpose

Overarching purpose will
encourage student to integrate
representations from single
documents. Without the
overarching purpose, students
will compartmentalize their
representations

Social agency

Purpose vs. Social

Purpose ≤
Social

Social processes will provide
additional motivation

Narrative
distraction

Social vs.
Narrative

Social >
Narrative

Narrative storyline will
distract processing away from
primary task

Narrative
support

Social vs.
Narrative

Social ≤
Narrative

Narrative storyline will
increase situational interest,
and thereby provide
additional motivation

The social agency hypothesis predicts that adding social interaction with characters
to the overarching purpose will increase comprehension because it activates social
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processes that will make students work harder (Moreno et al., 2001). Characters may
activate social processes that have been shown to increase learning, and by extension,
comprehension. Students may work harder to include more information in their
summaries, but this information may not always be relevant. The social processes could
motivate students to work harder to integrate between documents for their integrative
essays, keep this information relevant to the overarching purpose, and increase deep
learning (McLaren et al., 2011b).
There are two competing hypotheses for adding narrative storylines to the social
interaction condition. The narrative distraction hypothesis predicts that adding the
narrative storyline will distract students from paying attention to the texts (Adams et al.,
2012; McQuiggan et al., 2008), decreasing performance. That is, narratives may serve as a
seductive detail, distracting students and causing extraneous cognitive load. This may
distract students away from tasks because they find the narratives more interesting than
the tasks. In contrast, the narrative support hypothesis predicts that adding the narrative
storyline will increase performance by motivating students and supporting their
comprehension, as predicted by O’Reilly and Sabatini (2013), serving as retrieval cues to
facilitate integration between documents.
Tasks for Measuring, Hypotheses, and Prediction for Engagement
The tasks for measuring engagement are reviewed in Chapter 5. Subscales were
used from Deci and Ryan’s (2003) Intrinsic Motivation Inventory (IMI), Linnenbrink-Garcia
et al.’s (2010) Situational Interest (SI) Scale, and Green and Brock’s (2000) Transportation
Scale.
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The predictions for measures of engagement are shown in Table 4. It is predicted
that adding the overarching purpose to the core assessment should increase situational
interest and motivation. One way is that adding explicit criteria could increase interest
because the task feels easier, increasing the sense of fluency, which often leads to increased
liking (Alter & Oppenheimer, 2009). Increased liking may lead to increased interest. It is
predicted that adding social interaction to the assessment will make students more
interested in the assessment, like what they are learning, and be more motivated because
students like interacting with agents (Adams et al., 2012; McQuiggan et al., 2010;
McQuiggan et al., 2008; Moreno et al., 2001). Both of the narrative hypotheses assume that
students in the narrative storyline condition will be more interested in the assessment than
students in the social interaction condition. Both hypotheses also assume that increased
interest may lead to increased motivation, but they differ on how increased motivation
affects performance. The narrative support hypothesis assumes that increased motivation
leads to increased performance.

Table 4
Predictions for Measures of Engagement
Hypothesis
name
Goal focusing

Comparison
between:
Criteria vs.
Purpose

Sit. Interest

Motivation / effort

Criteria < Purpose Criteria < Purpose

Overarching purpose increases interest and
motivation. Students work harder because they
have a clearer goal structure and because they
are motivated to satisfy incomplete goals.

Social agency

Purpose vs.
Social

Purpose < Social

Accepting characters as social partners will
increase motivation and effort because students
will accept their role as co-creator of the website.
Students take responsibility for their actions.

Narrative
distraction &
support

Social vs.
Narrative

Social < Narrative Social ≤ Narrative

Purpose < Social

Assumptions

Distraction: Students enjoy themselves but do
not try harder. Students focus more on the
narrative than completing the tasks. The
narrative is more interesting than no narrative.
Support: Students enjoy themselves and try
harder because they find the narrative
interesting.
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CHAPTER 5
METHODS

Participants
One hundred sixty-nine undergraduates from introductory psychology courses at
Northern Illinois University participated in the study, with participants randomly assigned
to each of the four conditions. Participants completed the study for course credit.
Materials
The assessments contained a series of texts and questions about each text. The core
assessment was based on a prior GISA assessment developed by ETS on the topic of
mitochondrial DNA, also called mtDNA. The text materials describe various aspects of how
mtDNA affects inheritance. The mtDNA SBA has been used for experiments conducted in
high-school classrooms (Goldman et al., 2016a; Goldman et al., 2016b). In collaboration
with ETS, the texts, questions, and scenario were edited to fit the design of the current
study. The characters from the original study were retained, and the location of expository
dialog was maintained wherever possible, even if the content of the dialog was changed to
meet the design of this dissertation. After I review the original mtDNA scenario, I will
address how each of the four assessments were created.
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The original mtDNA assessment presents a scenario of students learning with a
visiting scientist in class. The scientist is nervous about teaching the students, and several
of the students are reluctant to participate because they find biology difficult. As they
progress through the narrative, they start to enjoy themselves more, and the scientist
becomes more relaxed. The students learn about mitochondrial DNA, including its impact
on history and how we can use it to learn about ancestry and how people first migrated to
North America. They also learn about how mtDNA can be used to discover the ancestral
linages of the royalty of England. The passages from the original SBA (Appendix A) were
used without modification in this dissertation except for minor formatting changes.
The first passage from the original mtDNA SBA is entitled Mitochondrial DNA and
explains the biology of how mtDNA works (all passages can be found in Appendix A). The
second is called The First Americans: Did They Cross the Pacific or the Atlantic? and
describes two competing theories about how Native Americans reached America from
Eurasia, given that humans originated in Africa. It reviews two different theories that argue
whether Native Americans came across the Pacific and the Bering Strait (The “Beringean
theory”) or across the Atlantic (The “Solutrean theory”). The third passage is entitled An
Infant Confirms a Theory and describes an infant fossil that confirms how Native Americans
originally reached America from Eurasia. The final connection between the evidence and
the theory is never explained, and the conclusion is not given (i.e., that the evidence
supports the “Beringean theory”). The first passage has 499 words, the second has 380, and
the third has 260, for an average of 382 words per passage. The passages were originally
intended for 9th grade biology students (Goldman et al., 2016a; Goldman et al., 2016b).
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Core Assessment
The core assessment was created from the original mtDNA assessment. The
overarching purpose and social interaction were removed from the original SBA. The
coherent structure of the assessment and the ordering of the passages were maintained.
This condition was 40 pages long (one page per screen).
Overarching Purpose
The overarching purpose was framed using an overarching task to write a website
about mtDNA. The overarching task was mentioned at the beginning of the assessment,
before they had read any of the documents, in order to suggest that each task is
subordinate to the overarching one. References to the overarching task were added to
many of the prompts in the assessment (see Table 5 for example of restated overarching
tasks). For example, when writing a summary, they were told that “the summary will be
used to write content on the website” or the “summary will end up on the website” (Table
5). This condition was 51 pages long.
Social Interaction
The characters from the original SBA were added back to the social interaction
condition, interacting with students and asking them questions that would have been given
by default prompts in the core assessment, explicit criteria, and overarching purpose
conditions. For example, the characters explained the overarching task to students,
explained the criteria, and prompted students to read, write, and answer questions (see
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Table 5
Example Prompts by Condition for Summaries
Condition
Core
assessment
Overarching
purpose

Social
Interaction

Narrative
Storyline

Example prompt
Summarize what you just read.
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Table 5 for example). In the social interaction condition, the formatting was changed to
match the style of modern messaging software. This condition most closely matches the
original SBA, with slight modifications. For instance, a scene where the student characters
complained was removed, and the tone and style of each character were adjusted to be
more informal, consistent with making the characters personalized in role and
conversational style (Baylor & Kim, 2005; Maldonado et al., 2005; Mayer, 2014). This
condition was 51 pages long.
Narrative Storyline
The assessment narrative was presented to students along with the overarching
task at the beginning of the assessment and was mentioned during the prompts for each
task (see Table 5 for example). The participant served as the protagonist who worked with
the characters to complete the overarching task and overcome the obstacles they
encounter. The assessment revolved around the participants making a website for a
competition. As they prepare for the competition, the characters experienced goal
blockages, such as antagonism and challenges from a rival team. This condition was 51
pages long.
Measures of Engagement
Motivation
I administered a subset of the items from Deci and Ryan’s (2003) Intrinsic
Motivation Inventory (IMI) to measure motivation using the perceived effort and task
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importance scales (Appendix B). Items were used from two subscales, the
Interest/Enjoyment subscale and the Pressure/Tension subscale. Five items were used
from each subscale as per Deci and Ryan’s (2003) recommendation to use at least three
items from a subscale. Items were administered to measure perceived pressure and
interest for both the text passages (IMI Reading Pressure and IMI Reading Interest) and for
the activity overall (IMI Activity Interest and IMI Activity Pressure). The IMI Reading
Pressure (5 items) and Interest (5 items) subscales were administered as alternating items
on the same screen (ordering found in Appendix B). The IMI Activity Pressure (5 items)
and Interest (5 items) subscales were also administered on the same page in the same
fashion. The IMI Effort subscale (5 items) was administered on its own screen.
Situational interest
For situational interest, I administered a subset of Linnenbrink-Garcia et al.’s (2010)
Situational Interest (SI) measure (Appendix B). I used four items targeting the activity
overall (SI Activity) and four items targeting the content (SI Content). These two scales
were displayed separately on their own screens.
Relatedness to Characters
Motivational interest in the characters were measured using Deci and Ryan’s (2003)
IMI Relatedness scale (Appendix B). The five-item scale was repeated twice, once for the
student characters (IMI Relatedness to Student Characters) and once for the teacher
characters (IMI Relatedness to Teacher Characters). Each version of the IMI Relatedness
scale was presented on its own screen.
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Transportation to Scenario
Transportation to scenario was measured using a subset of six items from Green
and Brock’s (2000) scale designed to measure transportation to narratives (Appendix B).
In this context, transportation refers to the degree to which a reader feels momentarily
transported to the narrative world, losing track of one’s actual surroundings. This scale was
presented on its own screen.
Manipulation Checks
Participants answered both selected-response and open-ended questions about
each of the manipulations based on the condition they received. These measures were not
analyzed for the purpose of this study because of the nature of the research questions. It
would be counterproductive to exclude participants who did not attend to or encode the
manipulations because this dissertation is attempting to determine how SBA features affect
motivation and interest in the “real” world. If a student were not interested in the
characters, for instance, they may not attend to or encode any of the information about
them. Inside the classroom, students would not be rejected from an assessment based on
how much they paid attention to extraneous features. A preliminary analysis of the
manipulation checks is included in the results.
Procedure
Participants were assigned randomly to one of the four conditions and were
administered the assessments in isolated cubicles. Participants were administered the
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assessments on a computer in a laboratory running Qualtrics in a web browser to collect
data. Participants were allotted approximately 45–60 minutes to complete the assessment,
similar to extant scenarios (Sabatini et al., 2014a).
Students were instructed they were taking a new reading assessment. Participants
were given minimal verbal instructions and were asked to read the on-screen instructions.
The instructions were given in a manner to match how traditional assessments are given to
students in classrooms. After receiving instructions, students completed a prior knowledge
inventory from the original SBA that measured their knowledge of biology. After this,
participants read each passage and then answered questions about each passage. For
multiple-choice responses, the relevant passages were always available on the same screen
as the questions. All questions that directly referred to previously read passages were
accompanied by the relevant passage. The constructed response summaries and essays
were completed from memory, and participants were not told the passages would not be
available for these questions. This was done to see if the manipulated features of SBA might
affect comprehension that relied only on memory for text differently than when
participants could rely on the passages. After completing the assessments, the engagement
measures and condition-appropriate manipulation checks were expected to take
approximately 15–30 minutes. Upon completion of the study, participants were debriefed
and excused.
Implementation of Materials Online
Because cost is an important consideration to whether SBA should be more widely
adopted, it is worth discussing how the SBA was implemented to run online to highlight the
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inherent complexity of creating a multimedia assessment environment. This is especially
important since there are no extant descriptions in the literature on how an independent
researcher could implement an SBA to run in a web browser. Although the assessments
were administered in a laboratory setting so participants could be monitored, the
assessment was designed so that participants could have easily completed the assessments
in a classroom using laptops or at home on their own time. Most SBA are now implemented
online in classrooms (cf. Goldman et al., 2016a; Goldman et al., 2016b) to match the push
towards digital literacies in the classroom (Leu et al., 2004), though it is possible to create
non-interactive SBA on paper similar to the SBA used in the current dissertation, such as
Boveri (2013) and Boveri and colleagues (2012) did. There were several technical
challenges to implementing the SBA used in the current dissertation that are worth
considering to demonstrate the potential costs of creating SBA.
The first major technical challenge for creating the SBA was access to the materials
and software used in the original study. Although a full set of assessment materials was
provided by researchers at ETS, it was not possible to obtain or modify the raw source files
or multimedia used to create the assessment. The original picture files of the characters
were obtained by extracting them from a PowerPoint presentation, which required
unpacking the file system of the PowerPoint file itself. This was done to prevent loss of
resolution from the original pictures. Even if the original files could be located, I did not
have access to the proprietary software that would be needed to run the files locally in the
laboratory. Instead, the assessment was implemented online in Qualtrics, a service which
was available to me as a researcher.
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Before the materials could be implemented online, they had to be modified to fit
the needs of the current assessment. The digital representation of the original mtDNA SBA
(Goldman et al., 2016a; Goldman et al., 2016b) was transcribed into texted formatted
similar to a film script. All of the features were then systematically removed to create the
core assessment and then added back in and modified to create each subsequent condition.
In order to ensure control of each of the resources, numeric references were used for each
of the pages and their items so that differences could be tracked between four different
assessments and the original SBA, all with different numbers of pages. These numeric
references were then used to create the online version.
In order to implement the software online, these scripts had to be translated into
four different assessments that could be administered by the Qualtrics survey software.
This required translating each of the scripts from text to a combination of HTML, CSS, and
JavaScript that interacted with the underlying Qualtrics server-side application to render
each page differently (or skip, if necessary) based on the conditions. Although Qualtrics
allows for a relatively robust implementation of these three web technologies, it was not
designed specifically to use JavaScript to conditionally select and represent different
elements of HTML and CSS. For the assessment itself, approximately 3,311 lines of code
were implemented in a language called Jade, a markup language that increases the
readability of HTML code to facilitate programming and editing. After running the code
through a preprocessor, this code was reduced to approximately 2,782 lines of HTML. This
code was then split among the 53 pages of the assessment. The HTML interfaced with
approximately 539 lines of CSS. Both the CSS and HTML were rendered with approximately
45 lines of JavaScript.

CHAPTER 6
RESULTS

Data was collected from 169 participants attending an introductory psychology
course at Northern Illinois University in exchange for course credit. The data from
participants were included if they were monolingual or bilingual native speakers of English
(n = 156) and if they had spoken English for more than 10 years (n = 5). Eight participants
were excluded who did not meet these criteria, and the data from three participants were
excluded because of computer errors caused by the Qualtrics online system that prevented
them from completing the study. A total of 158 participants remained after these exclusion
criteria. The final sample was predominantly male, 54.7%, with an average age of 19.7
years old (SD = 1.61 years, ranging from 18 to 27). The sample included 42% Caucasian,
26% African American, 15% Hispanic, 3% Asian, 12% more than one race, and 2%
indicated other or preferred not to answer. As will be explained below, prior knowledge of
genetics (the primary topic of the assessment) and college readiness (as defined by the ACT
component score) were collected as potential covariates. Because prior knowledge was
part of the assessment, all remaining participants had prior-knowledge scores.
Unfortunately, ACT scores were not available for 38 participants because they either did
not consent to disclosing their ACT scores or because they did not have scores available on
file with the university.
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Although participants were randomly assigned to condition, it is possible that
participants in each condition differed on the two covariates that could affect measures of
comprehension and engagement, which will be addressed below. The means of the prior
knowledge and ACT composite scores are shown in Table 6. To test whether the conditions
differed based on prior knowledge or ACT composite scores, these measures were
submitted to one-way ANOVAs. Prior knowledge was not found to differ among the
conditions, F(3, 154) = 0.388, p = .762, η2 = .007. However, the ACT composite scores did
differ by condition, F(3, 117) = 3.076, p = .030 , η2= .076. Both measures were found to
correlate highly with each of the measures of comprehension and with each other (Table
7).

Table 6
Estimated Means (Standard Errors) for Covariates by Condition
Measure
Prior
Knowledge
(percent)

Core
56.59 (2.5)
(n = 38)

ACT Composite 20.66 (0.73)a
score
(n = 29)

Purpose
53.83 (2.3)
(n = 44)

Social
56.67 (2.6)
(n = 36)

Narrative
56.98 (2.4)
(n = 40)

21.59 (0.67)a,b
(n = 34)

22.96 (0.77)b
(n = 26)

23.38 (0.69)b
(n = 32)

Note: Different superscripts for the ACT indicate significant differences.

In order to determine which conditions differed on the ACT composite score, I
submitted ACT to an ANCOVA, including prior knowledge as a covariate because both
scores are moderately correlated (r = .26, p < .001). The main effect of condition on ACT
composite score remained significant, F(3, 115) = 3.211, p = .026, η2 = .077. Prior
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knowledge was a significant covariate, F(1, 115) = 9.349, p = .003,

η2

= .075. According to

post hoc comparisons using LSD, participants in the core condition (M = 20.66 , SD = 0.71 )
did not score differently on the ACT than those in the purpose condition (M = 21.67, SD =
0.64 ), p = .301. Participants in the core condition, however, did score differently from
those in both the social (M = 22.95 , SD = .74), p = .028, and the narrative (M = 23.41, SD =
0.67) conditions, p = .006. The participants in the purpose condition did not score
differently from the social condition, p = .195, and the narrative condition, p = .063. The
social and narrative conditions were not different, p = .643.

Table 7
Correlations Between Covariates and Comprehension Scores

Prior Knowledge

Prior
ACT
knowledge composite
—

Multiple
Choice

ACT Composite

.26**

—

Multiple Choice

.26**

.55**

—

Summaries

.26**

.57**

.66**

—

Essays

.33**

.45**

.60**

.63**

—

Total Const. Resp.

.33**

.56**

.69**

.88**

.92**

Summaries

Essays

Total CR

—

Note: **Correlations significant, p < .01. Total constructed response contains both
summaries and essays. CR/Const. Resp. = Constructed Response
Because ACT scores differed by condition and prior knowledge was a significant
covariate, I included both ACT and prior knowledge as covariates in all subsequent
analyses, using 120 of the 158 participants (76% of participants remained after excluding
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participants without these measures). Because losing 24% of participants could affect
the results, all analyses were repeated without the covariates using ANOVA and again only
using the covariates that were significant for each dependent measure. Both strategies did
not affect the significance for the main effect of condition on any dependent measures.
Differences were found, however, in the significance of the post hoc tests for the IMI Effort
subscale. Therefore, I will present the results of both analyses only for this measure. For all
other dependent measures, I will only present the outcomes of the ANCOVA because this
statistically controls for prior knowledge and college readiness. All post hoc tests reported
will be tested using LSD.
Measures of Comprehension
For comprehension, I computed the following dependent measures: performance on
the multiple choice questions, performance on the two written summaries, and
performance on the essay. On each multiple-choice item, it was scored as correct (1) or
incorrect (0). Then, the overall score for a participant was the proportion of correct
responses out of 31 items (Cronbach's α = .83). It should be noted that chance performance
depended on the item and the number of possible responses. There were 27 questions that
only allowed for one response. Of these, 16 questions had four options, and 11 questions
had three options. There were four questions that allowed students to “select all that
apply” (including none of the above), ranging from 4 to 9 options (including “all” and “none
of the above”). Therefore, for 16 items, chance performance was 25%, for 11 items, chance
was 33%, and for the remaining, the probability correct was approximately 3%. The
average probability for chance performance on the multiple-choice questions was below
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27%. However, for simplicity, I will be using the proportion correct without correcting
for chance performance. The average probability for chance performance on the multiplechoice questions was below 27%. The overall chance performance calculated by weighted
means was 25% (the number of items served as the weights for the probability of each type
of item). The actual percentage correct across the conditions hovered around 67% (Table
8), which was statistically greater than what would be expected by chance. However, for
simplicity, I will be using the number correct without correcting for chance performance.

Table 8
Adjusted Means (Standard Errors) for Comprehension Measures
Measure
MC (possible: 31)

Core
21.85 (.76)
(n = 29)

Purpose
22.52 (.68)
(n = 34)

Social
20.91 (.78)
(n = 26)

Narrative
21.34 (.71)
(n = 32)

Constructed
Response
(Percent)

42.2 (3.8)
(n = 28)

44.9 (3.4)
(n = 34)

36.3 (3.8)
(n = 26)

38.4 (3.5)
(n = 32)

Combined score
(Percent)

56.4 (2.7)
(n = 28)

58.8% (2.4)
(n = 34)

51.9 (2.8)
(n = 26)

53.6 (2.5)
(n = 32)

Note: These means were estimated using ANCOVAs with prior knowledge and ACT
composite scores as covariates

For both summaries and the essay, I created rubrics by identifying the main idea
units necessary for a complete and accurate answer. The rubrics are listed in Appendix C.
Inter-rater reliability was determined by an independent rater and myself, and agreement
was determined in several rounds. Each round consisted of both raters independently
rating 25 responses for all three measures and then computing agreement using Cohen’s
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kappa, using a level of .80 for each item as the criterion for successful agreement. After
each round, the raters compared discrepancies and the rubric was adjusted by discussing
disagreements, and both raters agreed upon the values for discrepant responses using the
adjusted rubric. When kappa reached .80 or above for each item, I then scored the
remaining responses independently. For the first summary, the other rater and I completed
three rounds to reach agreement (κ = .86). For the second summary, we completed two
rounds to reach agreement (κ = .81), and for the essay, we completed one round to reach
agreement (κ = .85).
ANCOVAs were performed for each measure of comprehension, and Table 8 shows
the adjusted mean scores for each of the comprehension measures. There was not a
statistically significant difference among the conditions on multiple-choice scores, F(3,
114) = 0.919, p = .434, η2 = .024. Prior knowledge was not a significant covariate for
multiple choice scores, F(1, 114) = .300, η2 = .009., but the ACT composite score was, F(1,
120) = 43.851, p < .001, η2 = .278. There was no difference among the conditions for the
summaries, F(3, 114) = 1.332, p = .268, η2 = .034. Prior knowledge was not a significant
covariate for the summaries, F(1, 114) = 1.152, p = .285, η2 = .010, but ACT composite was a
significant covariate, F(1, 114) = 51.004, p < .001, η2 = .309. There was no difference among
conditions for the essays, F(3, 114) = 0.560, p = .642, η2 = .015. Prior knowledge was a
significant covariate for essays, F(1, 114) = 6.243, p = .014, η2 = .052, and the ACT
composite score was significant as well, F(1, 114) = 22.161, p < .001, η2 = .163.
Because the means showed small but yet recognizable patterns across the
conditions, I computed two more scores, one for both types of constructed response and
one that combined constructed response with multiple choice. The total constructed
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response score was computed by equally weighting the summary score and the essay
score together. However, this combined score was not statistically significant, F(3, 114) =
1.267, p = .289, η2 = .029. Prior knowledge was a significant covariate for the total
constructed response score, F(1, 114) = 4.782, p = .031, η2 = .040, and the ACT composite
score was also a significant covariate, F(1, 114) = 44.199, p < .001, η2 = .279. To create the
combined score, the constructed response score was added to the multiple-choice score,
and the total was divided by two to weigh each score equally. The combined score was not
different based on conditions, F(1, 114) = 1.377, p = .253, η2 = .035. Prior knowledge was a
significant covariate for the combined score, F(1, 114) = 3.995, p = .048, η2 = .034, and the
ACT composite was also a significant covariate, F(1, 114) = 58.441, p < .001, η2 = .339.
As it can be seen, the effect sizes for comprehension were rather small. For example,
the effect size (partial η2 ) from the analysis on the combined score was .035, which is
considered small (Cohen, 1988). A power analysis using this effect size revealed that one
would need a total sample size of 480 to reach statistical significance.
Engagement Measures
The engagement measures included the modified subscales of the IMI (Ryan & Deci,
2000), of the SI scale (Linnenbrink-Garcia et al., 2010), and of a scale measuring transport
to narratives by Green and Brock (2000). Items that needed to be reverse coded were
reversed before means were computed, and total scores for each measure were computed
by summing across the items for each subscale. All of the subscales were submitted
individually to ANCOVAs with prior knowledge and ACT as covariates. These were included
because they were significantly correlated with approximately one-half of the engagement
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measures. Table 9 contains all the adjusted means and Table 10 all the correlations for
the engagement measures and covariates. As with the measures of comprehension, I ran
the analyses both with and without prior knowledge and ACT as covariates. I will only
report the outcomes of the ANCOVAs except when the analyses differed. Reliability is
reported for each subscale below using Cronbach’s alpha.
IMI Reading Subscales
The IMI Reading Pressure subscale measured how much pressure students felt
when reading the passages and contained five items (Cronbach’s α = .84). There were no
differences among conditions found on how much pressure participants felt while reading
the passages, F(3, 114) = 1.603, p = .193, η2 = .040. Prior knowledge was not a significant
covariate for pressure while reading, F(1, 114) = 0.386, p = .536, η2 = .003, but the ACT
composite score was a significant covariate F(1, 114) = 4.780, p = .031, η2 = .040. The IMI
Reading Interest subscale measured how interested students were in reading the passages
and had five items (Cronbach’s α = .92). Participants’ interest in reading the passages was
not affected by condition, F(3, 114) = 1.007, p = .392, η2 = .026. Prior knowledge was not a
significant covariate for interest in the passages, F(1, 114) = 0.954, p = .331, η2 = .008, but
the ACT composite was found to be a significant covariate, F(1, 114) = 5.390, p = .022, η2 =
.045.
IMI Activity Subscales
The IMI Activity Pressure subscale measured how much pressure students felt while
completing the activity and had five items (Cronbach’s α = .86). There were no difference
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Table 9
Adjusted Means (Standard Deviations) for Engagement Measures
Measure
Core
Purpose
Intrinsic Motivation Inventory (ref.)
(Range: 1–7)
Reading Pressure 2.32 (.25) 2.44 (.22)

Social

Narrative

2.71 (.25)

3.00 (.23)

Reading Interest 4.65 (.29) 4.95 (.26)

4.27 (.29)

4.62 (.27)

Activity Pressure 2.41 (.26) 2.41 (.23)

2.95 (.27)

3.08 (.24)

Activity Interest 4.74 (.30) 4.87 (.26)
Effort 5.32 (.23) 5.92 (.21)

4.12 (.301) 4.51 (.27)
5.05 (.24)

5.56 (.21)

Relatedness: to students —

—

4.36 (.25)

4.47 (.22)

Relatedness: to teachers —

—

4.48 (.23)

4.58 (.20)

Situational Interest Scale (ref.)
(Range: 1–5)
Situational Interest in Activity 4.44 (.27) 4.53 (.24)

3.72 (.27)

4.22 (.25)

Situational interest in Content 4.63 (.26) 4.91 (.23)

4.26 (.27)

4.68 (.25)

3.95 (.21)

3.79 (.19)

Green & Brock (2000)
(Range: 1–7)
Transportation to Scenario 3.79 (.21) 4.12 (.184)

Note: Prior knowledge and ACT composite score are included as covariates.
Low values in all scales indicate low agreement (e.g., low perceived effort), and high values
indicate high agreement (e.g., high perceived effort). IMI relatedness scales weren’t
administered for the Core and Purpose conditions because these conditions did not contain
any characters.

Table 10
Correlations between Covariates and Engagement Measures
1 Prior Knowledge

1
—

2

2 ACT Composite

.26** —

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

3 Combined comprehension .33** .61** —
4 IMI Reading Pressure

-.16*

-.17

-.35** —

5 IMI Reading Interest

.18*

.23*

.54**

6 IMI Activity Pressure

-.14

-.16

-.37** .88**

-.23** —

7 IMI Activity Interest

.17*

.21*

.54**

-.18*

.92**

8 SI Sit. Interest in Activity

.19*

.21*

.48**

-.22** .86**

-.24** .90** —

9 SI Sit. Interest in Content

.22** .17

.50**

-.21** .82**

-.22** .80** .80** —

10 IMI Effort

.17*

.21*

.51**

-.26** .60**

-.27** .57** .49** .63** —

11 IMI Related. Students

.00

-.11

.13**

-.15

.25*

-.18

.31** .22

.33** .39** —

12 IMI Related. teachers

-.02

.15

.26**

-.10

.36**

-.14

.44** .28*

.45** .46** .82** —

13 Transport. to Scenario

.11

.11

.33**

-.15

.71**

-.17*

.74** .72** .71** .49** .54** .53** —

-.18*

—
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Note: * Correlations significant to p < .05, ** significant to p < .01

-.22** —
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among the conditions for how much pressure students felt overall while doing the
activity (i.e., the entire assessment), F(3, 114) = 1.974, p = .122, η2 = .049. Prior knowledge
was not a significant covariate for pressure while doing the activity, F(1, 114) = 0.705, p =
.403, η2 = .006, but the ACT composite was found to be a significant covariate, F(1, 114) =
3.793, p = .054, η2 = .032. The IMI Activity Interest subscale measured how interested
students were in doing the activity and had five items (Cronbach’s α = .92). Participants’
interest in the activity was not affected by condition, F(3, 114) = 1.272, p = .288, η2 = .032.
Prior knowledge was not a significant covariate for interest in the activity, F(1, 114) =
0.725, p = .396, η2 = .006, but the ACT composite was found to be a significant covariate,
F(1, 114) = 5.794, p = .018, η2 = .048.
IMI Effort Subscale
The IMI Effort subscale measured how much effort students perceived they exerted
while reading the passages and answering the questions. The subscale had five items
(Cronbach’s α = .91). The amount of effort participants felt they exerted during the
assessment differed based on condition, F(3, 114) = 2.857, p = .040, η2 = .070. Prior
knowledge approached significance as a covariate, F(1, 114) = 3.444, p = .066, η2 = .029, and
ACT composite was not a significant covariate F(1, 114) = 2.891, p = .092, η2 = .025.
According to post hoc comparisons, the difference between the core and purpose
conditions was marginally significant, such that students in the core condition (M = 5.32, SE
= 0.23, n = 28) indicated they felt less effort than students in the purpose condition (M =
5.93, SE = 0.21, n = 34), p = .05. The students in the purpose condition felt more perceived
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effort than those in the social condition (M = 5.06, SE = 0.24, n = 26), p = .006. The
difference between the social and the narrative conditions (M = 5.56, SE = 0.21, n = 32) was
not significant, p = .115.
Excluding the ACT composite score, the differences among the conditions for IMI
Effort was still significant using prior knowledge as a covariate, F(3, 153) = 4.142, p = .007,
η2 = .075. The pattern of means was the same, but the adjacent comparisons in the additive
model were all significant. That is, with only prior knowledge as a covariate, the post hoc
comparison between the social interaction and narrative storyline was statistically
significant. The difference between core and overarching purpose was significant, p = .024,
with participants feeling they exerted less effort in the core condition (M = 5.15, SE = .20)
than in the overarching purpose (M = 5.80, SE = .19). The difference between the
overarching purpose and social interaction was significant, p = .001, with participants
feeling they exerted more effort in the overarching purpose condition than in the social
condition (M = 4.86, SE = .21). The difference between social interaction and narrative
storyline was significant, p = .022, with students in the social interaction condition feeling
they exerted less effort than those in the narrative storyline condition (M = 5.5, SE = .20).
None of the other possible comparisons were significant (i.e., the core condition was not
different from the social interaction, p = .325, or the narrative storyline, p = .283).
IMI Relatedness Subscales
The IMI Relatedness to Student Characters subscale measured how much
participants felt they could relate to the student characters and had five items (Cronbach’s
α = .86). There was no difference among the conditions on how much the participants felt
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they could relate to the student characters, F(3, 114) = 0.109, p = .743,

η2 =

.002. Prior

knowledge was a significant covariate, F(1, 114) = 0.21, p = .887, η2 < .000, but ACT
composite was not a significant covariate F(1, 114) = 0.544, p = . 464, η2 = .010. The IMI
Relatedness to Teacher Characters subscale measured how much participants felt they
could relate to the teacher characters and had five items (Cronbach’s α = .86). There was no
difference among conditions on how much the participants felt they could relate to the
teacher characters, F(3, 114) = 0.099, p = .754, η2 = .002. Prior knowledge was not a
significant covariate, F(1, 114) = 0.626, p = .432, η2 = .011, and the ACT composite was also
not a significant covariate, F(1, 114) = 1.658, p = .203, η2 = .030.
SI Activity Subscale
The SI Activity subscale measured how much situational interest students felt doing
the assessment overall and had four items (Cronbach’s α = .86). There were no differences
between conditions for situational interest in the activity overall, F(3, 114) = 1.875, p =
.138, η2 = .047. Prior knowledge was not a significant covariate, F(1, 114) = 0.767, p = .383,
η2 = .007, but ACT composite was a significant covariate F(1, 114) = 5.808, p = .018, η2 =
.048.
SI Content Subscale
The SI Content subscale measured how much situational interest students had in the
content of the entire assessment and had four items (Cronbach’s α = .85). There was no
difference among the conditions on how much situational interest students felt while
reading the content of the activity, F(3, 114) = 1.090, p = .356, η2 = .028. Prior knowledge
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was not a significant covariate, F(1, 114) = 1.,416 p = .237,

η2 =

.012, and ACT composite

was also not a significant covariate, F(1, 114) = 1.992, p = .161, η2 = .017.
Transportation to Scenario
The Transportation to Scenario scale measured how much students felt transported
to the scene of the narrative depicted in the scenario and had six items (Cronbach’s α =
.70). There were no differences among the conditions on how much students felt they were
transported to the situations depicted in the assessment, F(3, 114) = 0.697, p = .556, η2 =
.018. Prior knowledge was not a significant covariate, F(1, 114) = 0.237, p = .627, η2 = .002,
and ACT composite was also not significant, F(1, 114) = .947, p = .333, η2 = .185.
Time on Task and Manipulation Check
The average time on task for the assessment itself and was 33 minutes. This
included reading the instructions, completing the prior knowledge, reading all three
passages, and answering all the questions. This number does not include the time spent
completing the engagement measures or manipulation check after the assessment. The
average time on task per condition can be seen in Table 11. The amount of time spent on
the assessment differed between conditions, F(3, 114) = 6.031, p = .001, η2= .137. Post hoc
tests revealed that participants spent less time completing the core assessment condition
than the overarching purpose condition (p = .010), the social interaction condition (p =
.041), and the narrative storyline condition (p < .01). Participants spent the same amount
of time completing both the overarching purpose condition (p = .710) and the narrative
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storyline condition (p = .069). Participants in the social interaction condition spent less
time than in the narrative storyline condition (p = .037).

Table 11
Average Time on Task and Total Length in Pages for Completing the Assessment
Condition
Core assessment

Time on task in
minutes
27.67 (6.15)

Seconds per Length in
page
pages
41.51
40

Overarching purpose

34.37 (11.19)

40.44

51

Social interaction

32.98 (11.87)

38.80

51

Narrative storyline

38.61 (10.77)

43.71

53

The manipulation checks are presented in Table 12. Participants were asked to
indicate whether they had seen the features described. They were asked whether they
worked towards a purpose that spanned the entire assessment, whether they saw
characters, and whether there was a story. On the one hand, the manipulation check
seemed to confirm that participants in the overall purpose, social interaction, and narrative
storyline conditions did indeed notice that the assessment included a purpose (81%),
social interaction (87%), and storyline (89%), respectively. However, these measures are
somewhat inconclusive because too many participants indicate that they saw features that
they did not. For example, 58% of the participants in the core assessment condition
reported that they noticed a storyline. It appears that participants interpreted the
questions in a different way than intended. A manipulation check using pictures of each key
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feature might have been able to reduce ambiguity and increase the usefulness of this
measure.
One could argue that the time-on-task data indicate that participants were likely
attending to the features in some way. It is not surprising that there is no difference in time
on task between overarching purpose and social interaction because these conditions did
not differ in a way expected to change the amount of time. The social interaction condition
added characters to the overarching purpose, and the overall amount of text remained the
same, although it did change to be more informal. Adding the narrative storyline increased
the amount of time because the characters engaged in significant discussion. If students did
not read this discussion, it is unlikely that the time on task would have changed.

Table 12
Manipulation Check: Percent Who Indicated They Saw Each SBA Feature
Purpose
63.9%

Character
38.9%

Story
58.3%

Overarching Purpose

81.0%

38.1%

52.4%

Social Interact.

77.1%

88.6%

82.9%

Narrative Storyline

73.7 %

86.8%

89.5%

Core Assessment

CHAPTER 7
DISCUSSION

Scenario-based assessments (SBAs) are designed to assess 21st century literacy
skills, including the comprehension of multiple documents on a single topic. SBAs are
intended to support students on the comprehension tasks and to maintain interest and
motivation. They do this by providing goals for reading and by providing characters in the
assessment that have roles which occur in real life, such as teachers and fellow students.
Consequently, SBAs also may serve as a more accurate measure of how students perform in
everyday life than traditional assessments by situating reading in a moderately realistic
sociocultural context. In contrast to SBAs, traditional assessments merely require students
to answer questions about passages on different topics.
The purpose of this dissertation was to explore whether several different features of
SBAs affect performance on reading comprehension and self-report of engagement. SBAs
have been shown to be statistically reliable and correlated to independent measures of
reading comprehension (O’Reilly et al., 2014), but it is unknown whether they affect
comprehension of the passages presented by the assessment. An assessment should ideally
be free of any features that could decrease performance or prevent a student from doing
his or her best. The question, then, is whether the beneficial aspects of SBAs can outweigh
any potentially negative costs, which come in two broad categories. The first category of
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costs come at the at the expense of the students’ performance and engagement. If SBA
were to reduce performance, decrease engagement, or increase student anxiety, the
benefits may not be worth the burden placed on students. There was no evidence of major
costs to student comprehension or engagement. The second category is direct costs to the
researchers and assessment developers. As indicated earlier, it takes a lot of resources to
create, test, and validate assessments.
In comparison to traditional assessments, there are several features of SBAs that
may benefit or detract from student comprehension and engagement. The extra features
themselves (i.e., overarching purpose, social interaction, and narrative storylines) may
serve to increase comprehension through scaffolding attention and processing, increasing
motivation, and decreasing load. The risk for students, however, is that adding extra text to
read may also serve as a type of extraneous load (cf. Paas & Sweller, 2014; Sweller, 1999),
increasing the overall amount of information that students need to process, reducing the
resources available to comprehend the passages and answer questions. In addition to
increasing load, the characters and storylines may distract readers by serving as seductive
details (cf. Harp & Mayer, 1997). The increased load and potentially distracting features
may in turn negatively impact motivation and interest. Students may be overwhelmed or
bored by the extra information they have to read, or the narrative storyline may instead
increase pressure and stress.
The only potentially negative cost to students found in this dissertation was that
adding SBA features to the core assessment increased the total time on the assessment.
Adding more time to an assessment could potentially decrease the amount of instructional
time available in the classroom. However, none of these conditions exceeded the amount of
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time that could be allotted during a single class period. Interestingly, students spent
less time per page in the social interaction condition than in the core assessment condition.
This is surprising because adding the overarching purpose to the core assessment
significantly increased reading time. In contrast, adding personable characters to the
overarching assessment reduced the reading time per page compared to the core
assessment, despite the fact that there was more content per page in the social interaction
condition. This supports the social agency hypothesis because increasing the amount of
text compared to the core assessment decreased the time spent reading each page without
any decreases in comprehension or engagement. The overall increase in time, therefore,
was due to the 11 extra pages
These assessments are challenging to create and require extensive resources and
several expert skill sets to create. In addition to the psychometric expertise required to
create questions for individual passages, creating SBA requires creating a document set
that is carefully constructed to scaffold knowledge and interact with the questions to both
assess and build knowledge. Creating a realistic overarching purpose to match the
documents is challenging, especially when it needs to be motivated by a narrative storyline
that is realistic and engaging.
SBA’s Effect on Comprehension
It was predicted that each of the features of SBAs that were manipulated in the
current dissertation (presence of overarching purpose, presence of social interaction,
presence of narrative storyline) would affect comprehension. However, I did not find
significant differences among the conditions on the measures of comprehension.
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There are several possible explanations for the null results on comprehension.
The first and simplest possible reason was that the questions used in the assessment were
not valid measures of comprehension. This can be quickly discounted, however, because
the measures have been shown to be sensitive to differences in reading ability and content
knowledge (Goldman et al., 2016a; Goldman et al., 2016b) and were correlated both with
each other and with the composite ACT scores. Related to validity, perhaps the measures
were not sensitive enough to pick up differences that were actually caused by the
manipulations. For instance, Goldman et al. (2016b) were not able to find any group
differences using the essay measures. However, I do not think this can account for the null
results because the researchers used the same materials and found differences between
conditions in an intervention on discipline literacy using the multiple choice items. If the
measures were not sensitive, it would have been unlikely that the researchers would have
found such differences.
Another possible explanation is that the assessment itself was designed for high
school students and therefore may not have challenged or engaged the college students.
Goldman et al. (2016b) used the same materials for 9th grade biology students. There are at
least three reasons why the different populations may have mattered. The first is that
college students presumably would have more background knowledge on the topics than
high school students. The students in Goldman et al.’s (2016b) study had not yet learned
about mitochondrial DNA, whereas at least some of the students in the present study
presumably would have already completed high school biology classes. We know that
background knowledge affects comprehension (McNamara, 2001; McNamara & Kintsch,
1996; McNamara, Kintsch, Songer, & Kintsch, 1996; Ozuru, Dempsey, & McNamara, 2009),
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and college students may have had sufficient knowledge, making their comprehension
less sensitive to the manipulations. Although prior knowledge was not shown to be a
significant covariate for comprehension in the current study, high school students may
differ more on this measure. Although performance was not at ceiling, a more challenging
assessment may have caused more cognitive load, diminishing the cognitive resources to
process information and thus making the supportive features of SBAs more effective. The
score for multiple-choice items in Goldman et al.’s (2016b) study was 53%, compared to
the average score of 69% for the college students in the current dissertation.
The second possible explanation is that college students may also have more
experience completing the types of tasks required by the assessment. If the participants
were more familiar with the tasks required by the SBA, then any interventions would have
either no or little impact. College-level reading is inherently intertextual (Goldman et al.,
2012), and college-level reading tasks often require students to read more than three
sources, to evaluate them more deeply, and to deliver task products that are much more
challenging (e.g., a midterm paper) than the tasks in the assessment used.
Related to the second explanation, the third possible explanation is that high school
students may benefit from the additional support provided by each feature added to the
core assessment in a way that college students did not. Separate from their background
knowledge, college students are more experienced with advanced literacy skills than high
school students (Goldman et al., 2012; Gough et al., 1996; Tilstra et al., 2009). For college
students, the structure of the core assessment itself may have supported comprehension
enough that adding additional features could not further increase comprehension. The
structure of the core assessment is very different from traditional assessments and
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contains many features that are intended to support or scaffold comprehension. For
higher knowledge readers, it is likely that there is only so much that can be done to support
comprehension and reduce the essential load required to read the assessment. Intrinsic or
essential load is the minimum cognitive load required to process the interacting elements
required to complete a task (Paas & Sweller, 2014; Sweller, 1999).
It is also possible the manipulations used in the current study did not significantly
affect comprehension because they were not sufficiently strong enough to affect
comprehension. The goal of completing the website that first appeared in the overarching
purpose condition may not have been sufficiently realistic enough to motivate students or
engage in relevance processing. Students may not have believed they were going to
produce the website, leading them not to use this purpose to generate their reading goals.
The characters who were first added in the social interaction condition may not have been
interactive enough to engage students enough to affect their behavior. Research suggests
that the interactivity of a learning environment affects performance (Snow, Allen, Jacovina,
& McNamara, 2015). Students may have quickly realized that nothing they said could affect
what the characters did or said, decreasing the perceived interactivity (Lee, Park, & Jin,
2006), so they may have disregarded them as conversational partners. Finally, the events in
the narrative storyline condition may also not have been interactive enough to either
increase comprehension or to serve as a distraction that decreases performance on the
assessment. Students may have realized that the narrative storyline was set and that none
of their responses or decisions could impact the progress of the story. Indeed, the flow of
the assessment was set for all conditions, and it is likely that students realized that the
assessment was not interactive. Realizing this could have decreased engagement because
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research from serious games has shown that interactivity affects performance and
engagement (Snow et al., 2015), but too much interactivity, such as the ability to explore
and engage in off-task behaviors, can undermine performance (Rowe, McQuiggan, Robison,
& Lester, 2009).
SBA’s Effect on Engagement
It was predicted that each of the features of SBAs would affect the measures of
engagement, especially those concerning interest and motivation. For all but one of the
engagement measures, no differences were found among the conditions. The conditions
had no effect on the measures of situational interest and motivation, and there were no
differences among conditions based on whether students felt transported to the fictional
scenario presented by the SBA. The failure to find that students felt transported to the
scenario suggests that it may not have been vivid enough or interactive enough to fully
engage students to buy in to the overarching purpose, relate to the characters, and become
invested in the outcomes of the narrative. However, I did find that the amount of perceived
effort significantly differed among conditions. The pattern of significant differences showed
that adding the overarching purpose to the core assessment increased the amount of
perceived effort and that adding the social interaction eliminated this increase. In turn,
adding the narrative storyline to the social interaction condition increased the amount of
perceived effort.
Let us first consider why adding the overarching purpose to the core assessment
increased effort. One possibility is that by providing a purpose, the students felt more
pressure to answer the questions in a more complete and accurate way. However, there
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were no differences in the measures of pressure and motivation, which casts some
doubt on this interpretation. The stability of perceived pressure across all conditions
suggests that participants may not be relating the pressure they felt to do well with the
amount of effort they felt they exerted. Students may have felt they had to do equally well
in all conditions because the pressure of the assessment and sense of being evaluated
remained constant. Viewed through a different lens, all the manipulations could be viewed
as changes in social factors. Students may have felt their need to do well as constant, but
they may have felt their need to fit different social pressures changing independently of
this.
The first social factor that could have affected perceived effort for the overarching
purpose condition was whether students believed they were writing toward an external
audience. Even though the core assessment and overarching purpose conditions did not
contain characters, the overarching purpose was to make a website that would be viewed
by the public. So, adding the overarching purpose to the core assessment effectively added
an external audience. Participants may have felt that making a public website was more
important and thus required more effort than just answering questions for the
experimenter. Research shows that the social pressure of writing to an external audience
increases effort compared to the sense of being evaluated for performance (Block, 2013;
Cohen & Riel, 1989; Roen & Willey, 1988).
The second social factor is whether students believed they were collaborating as
part of a group. Adding social interaction to the overarching purpose decreased effort and
may have made students feel less responsible for the outcome of the website, causing a
sense of social loafing. Social loafing is the tendency for individuals to exert less effort on a
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given task when they are working collectively as a member of a group (Jackson &
Williams, 1985; Karau & Williams, 1993). Although effort in social loafing studies is usually
measured by individual performance (Jackson & Williams, 1985; Karau & Williams, 1993;
Karau & Williams, 2001), many studies have also measured effort using perceived effort,
which has been shown to be independent of individual performance (Karau & Williams,
1993; Karau & Williams, 2001). Karau and Williams (1993; 2001) interpreted this as
participants inaccurately perceiving how the group affects their effort, so it is possible
students were inaccurate when reporting their self-perceived effort. Students may have
believed they had exerted less effort because their contributions to the website were not
essential (Kerr, 1983; Kerr & Bruun, 1983; Kerr & Tindale, 2004).
The final question remains as to why the narrative storyline increased perceived
effort compared to the social interaction condition. It is possible that the increased stakes
of the narrative made participants feel their contribution to the group was more important
and required more effort, requiring them to work together on an immediate goal of
winning the competition, increasing the cohesion of the group. Research has shown that
increased group cohesion (Karau & Hart, 1998; Karau & Williams, 1993) and working on
difficult tasks (Jackson & Williams, 1985; Karau & Williams, 1993) eliminate the social
loafing effect. Therefore, the narrative storyline may have increased the amount of
perceived effort because making the website for the competition was more challenging
than making it as part of a learning experience (social interaction condition).
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Future Directions
As SBAs gain prominence in the educational and research communities, it is
inevitable that they will start to be used by teachers and policy makers to assess student
performance. The question becomes, then, whether there should be a push to use SBAs to
measure students’ capability that may affect future policy and funding opportunities. The
results of the current dissertation suggest that a carefully constructed SBA has no direct
negative effect on comprehension or associated measures of engagement factors college
students. This is very positive, especially given evidence summarized in the introduction
that storylines can detract from learning. The goal, then, for creating the next generation of
assessments should be to create a full package of positive effects: high motivation, low
perceived effort, and maximal performance. Social interaction promises all three of these
(Mayer 2014; McLaren et al., 2011b; Moreno et al., 2001), but the current dissertation only
demonstrated that it can decrease effort.
The first thing that should be done is to determine whether the same pattern of
effects is found in younger populations. If SBAs were to gain prominence in education, it is
much more likely they would become adopted in kindergarten through 12th grades than in
college classrooms because national initiatives target those grade levels (e.g., Common
Core). It is important to know how the features of SBA affect participants when they are
completing an assessment designed for their age group. At a minimum, it is expected that
the social interaction condition would minimize perceived effort, at least if the current
findings replicate. In addition to replicating the study on another age group, the study could
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be replicated for both high school and college students using other SBAs that have been
created by ETS. Perhaps the current findings are limited to the SBA that I used here.
Compared to traditional assessments, SBAs are costly to create and validate. If they
do not differ on psychometric properties compared to traditional tests that measure
comprehension for the same material, then it would be hard to justify they should be
created and used despite the decrease in effort found in this dissertation. Comparing
performance to a baseline condition that more closely matches traditional assessments,
however, would provide this answer. This baseline condition should remove the
scaffolding, hints, and change the overall assessment structure (i.e., “assessment narrative”
from O’Reilly & Sabatini, 2013, pg. 27). The passages in the current assessment were
sequenced to help students create a coherent integrated model. The simplest way to match
the structure of traditional assessments is to present the passages in a less coherent order.
Boveri (2013) and Boveri et al. (2012) found that manipulating the order of passages
affected several different measures of comprehension, interacting with the presence of
scenarios. Instead of presenting passages from general to more specific, a replication using
the assessment from this dissertation could present the passages in reverse order. Using
the mtDNA scenario, the assessment could first present the evidence that needs to be
evaluated (Passage 3, Appendix A) before presenting the theories required to evaluate the
evidence (Passage 2, Appendix A) and finally finish by presenting students with the
background knowledge required to understand the previous two passages (Passage 1,
Appendix A). Similarly, other features of the core assessment could be modified or removed
to isolate their effect on comprehension and engagement. If differences were found
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between a true baseline condition and the core assessment condition, comparison
studies could be conducted to determine which particular features had the most impact.
Another future direction would be to strengthen the manipulations used in the
current study. It is possible the students did not find the overarching purpose of making a
website engaging, or they did not buy into it because there were no tasks that involved
making the website. Adding screenshots of the website and showing it in progress with
content created by the characters may increase buy in and engagement. Similarly, it is
possible that the students did not find the social interaction very engaging or believable.
The characters could be made more engaging either by animating the characters and
adding voices or by replacing some of the chat style dialogue with video cut scenes. It is
also possible that the narrative storyline used was not interesting to students. The
storyline could be made more dramatic by adding story elements which McQuiggan et al.
(2008) call narrativity. Using a narrative storyline that is dangerous for the characters,
such as investigating a disease outbreak on a desert island (as in Adams et al., 2012) could
make students more interested in the assessment. It could also, however, make students
more engaged in the storyline than the materials, serving as a seductive detail and
consequently lowering comprehension (Harp & Mayer, 1997; Sanchez & Wiley, 2006).
Another limitation is that the narrative storyline used in the current dissertation did not
explicitly contain an end that resolved the entire situation, but rather ended before
characters finished the competition. Providing a full resolution may affect how students
react to the narrative storyline overall.
It is possible, however, that the only way to increase the strength of the
manipulations is to make each of them interactive. That is, make the experience more
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game-like in that actions taken by the student have consequences in the game
environment. Research from non-educational games, for example, shows that people play
video games in order to feel a sense of independence and self-efficacy (Ryan, Rigby, &
Przybylski, 2006). If the website were actually created by students in the assessment,
students may be more motivated to work harder because they could see the results of their
work. If the characters responded directly to what students said, students may feel they are
more connected with the characters, rather than watching a prepared script. Finally, the
narrative storyline was clearly predetermined. Students are likely aware that nothing they
did during the assessment affected the outcome of the competition the characters were
competing in. If students were able to determine whether the characters won or lost the
competition, students would be more motivated to compete because of the consequences
of their actions. One way that conditions could be made more interactive is to situate the
events in a 3-D world in which the players can determine their next moves (see Mayer et
al., 2004; McQuiggan et al., 2010).
Summary
As new assessments are designed to measure skills required by the 21st century
classroom, it is important to continue to examine how and whether these new assessments
affect comprehension and to verify the rationale for creating them. The primary rationale
given by researchers for SBAs is to promote comprehension according to reading goals that
mirrors real world contexts (Sabatini & O’Reilly, 2013). Of course, future research is
needed to investigate the costs and benefits of SBAs and their more interactive and
sophisticated offspring. It has only been a few decades since the onset of various computer-
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based learning environments, such as intelligent tutoring systems and serious games.
The results of meta-analyses of the impact of serious games, video games, and simulations
on learning have been mixed to positive (Connolly, Boyle, MacArthur, Hainey, & Boyle,
2012; Girard, Ecalle, & Magnan, 2012; Peterson, 2010; Sitzmann, 2011; Wouters et al.,
2013; Wu, Hsiao, Wu, Lin, & Huang, 2012). However, we are at the early stages of SBAs
where the focus is more on the assessment components rather than the learning
components of SBA (see O’Reilly & Sheehan, 2009, for a more extensive discussion of using
SBA as learning opportunities). Educators, researchers, and all other stakeholders in
education should be concerned about the limits and promises of future assessments as
assessments become more sophisticated and change to address reading in the modern
classroom.
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APPENDIX A
PASSAGES FROM ORIGINAL SBA USED IN THIS DISSERTATION
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Passage 1: Mitochondrial DNA
Parents give their children many things throughout their lives. One of the things
naturally passed along from parents to children are their genes. Although both parents pass
along their nuclear DNA, moms are single-handedly responsible for passing along an
identical copy of their mitochondrial DNA to their children.
The mitochondria are often referred to as the “powerhouse” of cells. This cell part is
essential to the human body because it converts energy from food in a process called
oxidative phosphorylation. Mitochondrial DNA, abbreviated mtDNA, is found within the
mitochondria of cells. Mitochondrial DNA is similar to the better-known nuclear DNA in
that they both contain information about a person’s genetic makeup; however, in many
other ways, the two types of DNA are different. mtDNA is located outside of the nucleus of
cells, while nuclear DNA can be found within the nucleus. In addition, there are many more
copies of mtDNA found throughout the body. The reason for this is that each cell has a
single nucleus that contains a single copy of DNA, but there are multiple mitochondrion in a
single cell. Each mitochondrion contains many copies of mtDNA. Mitochondrial DNA is also
different from Nuclear DNA in that it is inherited directly from the mother. In contrast,
nuclear DNA comes from both the mother and father. As a result, Mitochondrial DNA
remains largely unchanged across generations.
Both Nuclear DNA and Mitochondrial DNA can be used to examine family heritage
but only Mitochondrial DNA can be used to show the relationship between modern species
and their ancestors. This is because Mitochondrial DNA is more stable and can last longer
as a genetic marker than Nuclear DNA. As a result, very old or very small samples of an
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organism can be genetically sequenced by examining its mtDNA. A single strand of hair
or a small bone fragment that has been buried for hundreds of years can be identified and
linked to maternal lineage through mtDNA. Both scientists and detectives use mtDNA
because it can be taken from remains that may have been exposed to harsh elements for
long periods of time.
An example of unlocking information through mtDNA is the recent identification of
England’s King Richard III. A skeleton from the 15th century was discovered and was
suspected of being the remains of King Richard III; therefore its mtDNA was analyzed.
Richard’s mtDNA could have only been inherited from his mother. Any other child of that
same mother would also inherit her mtDNA. Therefore, scientists investigated the match
between a wn sibling of Richard and the found remains. They were able to link the same
mtDNA from Richard III to a known sibling of his, Anne of York. This confirmed that,
indeed, the 527 year-old skeletal remains belonged to the former king.
In addition, mtDNA is useful in helping to solve crimes. Scientists are also in the
process of understanding mtDNA’s link to certain illnesses and diseases, which can open
the door for possible cures or treatments in the future.
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Passage 2: The First Americans, Did They Cross the Pacific or the Atlantic?
When Europeans arrived in the Americas in the 1400s, there were numerous Native
American groups that populated both the North and South American continents. The
scientific consensus is that these original Americans themselves had also migrated to the
Americas. But from where and when? Anthropologists are currently working to find
evidence that explains their geographic origins. Two competing theories currently exist:
The Beringia Theory and The Solutrean Theory.
The Beringia Theory
The Beringia theory suggests that the first Americans came from Asia by migrating
across the Bering Land Bridge that connected the lands that are now known as Siberia and
Alaska. During the last Ice Age, about 13,000 years ago, much of the world’s fresh water
was captured in ice sheets and glaciers. These massive ice sheets resulted in lower sea
levels, which in turn created the Bering Land Bridge across the Pacific Ocean between
Siberia and Alaska. This land bridge is thought to have been hundreds of miles wide.
Providing support for this theory are animal fossils from western Canada and Alaska. These
fossils are considered evidence that large mammals crossed into North America on this
land bridge, fleeing the ice that was moving eastward across Siberia in Asia. Following
these herds of animals were humans who were hunters and gatherers and depended on
these mammals as a major source of food. Additionally, relics of ancient peoples’ stone
tools have been found in archaeological sites across the western part of North America.
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The Solutrean Theory
The Solutrean theory, on the other hand, proposes that the first Americans came
from Europe by crossing the Atlantic rather than the Pacific Ocean. This theory was
proposed in the 1930s and resurrected in the late 1990s, when the discovery of tools
between 18,000 and 26,000 years old at six sites in the eastern United States cast suspicion
on the Beringia theory. These tools strongly resemble those of the Solutreans, people who
disappeared from northern Spain and France between 24,000 and 16,500 years ago.
For many years, the Beringia theory was widely accepted. But recently, the
Solutrean theory has been gaining more attention. As Michael Waters, director of the
Center for the Study of the First Americans at Texas A&M University points out, we need
additional evidence to determine which theory is most accurate.
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Passage 3: An Infant Confirms a Theory
A recent article in Nature magazine reports the analysis of the mtDNA of an ancient
skeleton. This skeleton was discovered in 1968 on a Montana ranch owned by Melvyn and
Helen Anzick when construction workers were digging for stone to be used in building a
new school. By chance, they found a burial site that had lain undisturbed for more than
12,000 years. The site held bone fragments of a baby boy, who scientists named Anzick-1.
This is the oldest known skeleton to have been discovered in North America.
These skeletal fragments remained in cold storage for many years until researchers
developed the technology to isolate and sequence mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA). With those
techniques came the identification of mtDNA haplotypes, segments of mtDNA that help
pinpoint the geographic origins of ancient and contemporary peoples. These haplotypes
are made up of genetic base pairs (cytosine-guanine, adenine-thymine), the building blocks
of genes, which are symbolized by their first letters G, C, A, and T. In the analysis of mtDNA
haplotypes, scientists look for similarities in stretches of mtDNA sequence—that have the
same sequence of letters—to make claims about the ancestral origins of contemporary
peoples.
This advance in technology enabled scientists to analyze the mtDNA in Anzick-1’s
bone fragments. The results of the analysis indicated that Anzick-1’s genome is ancestral to
today’s Native Americans. One of the paper’s co-authors stated, “He was part of the
population that is ancestral to perhaps 80% of Native American people.” In addition,
mtDNA analysis showed that Anzick-1’s genome was part of the D4h3a haplogroup, which
is associated with East Asians and Siberians.
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Intrinsic Motivation Inventory (IMI) Subscales
The IMI items were all adapted from (Deci & Ryan, 2003; Ryan & Deci, 2000). The
items were scaled from 1 (Not at all true) to 7 (Very true).
IMI Reading Subscales
Both of the IMI Reading subscales were displayed on the screen at the same time.
The items were displayed in numerical order, alternating between the IMI Reading
Pressure items (odd) and the IMI Reading Interest Items (even).
Prompt Shared by IMI Reading Items
For these questions, think about the three passages you read about mtDNA,
the Solutrean and Beringia theories, and Anzick-1.
IMI Reading Pressure Items
1.

I was very relaxed while reading the passages. (R)

3.

I did not feel at all nervous while reading the passages. (R)

5.

I felt very tense while reading the passages.

7.

I felt pressured while reading the passages.

9.

I was anxious while reading the passages.

IMI Reading Interest Items
2.

The passages did not hold my attention at all. (R)

4.

I would describe the passages as very interesting.

6.

I enjoyed reading the passages very much.

8.

The passages were fun to read.
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IMI Completing the Activity Subscales
Both of the IMI Activity subscales were displayed on the screen at the same time.
The items were displayed in numerical order, alternating between the IMI Activity
Pressure items (odd) and the IMI Activity Interest Items (even).
Prompt Shared by IMI Activity Items
For these questions, think about everything you did and everything that
happened during the session.
Activity: Everything in the session that you did as a whole.
IMI Activity Pressure Items
1.

I was very relaxed while doing this activity. (R)

3.

I did not feel at all nervous while doing this activity. (R)

5.

I felt very tense while doing this activity.

7.

I felt pressured while doing the activity.

9.

I was anxious while working on this activity.

IMI Activity Interest Items
2.

This activity did not hold my attention at all. (R)

4.

I would describe this activity as very interesting.

6.

I enjoyed doing this activity very much.

8.

This activity was fun.
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IMI Effort Subscale
The IMI Effort subscale was displayed on its own screen.
Prompt for IMI Effort Items
For this question, think about how much effort you put into the tasks you did
during this session, including reading the passages and answering the
questions.
IMI Effort Items
1.
I put a lot of effort into reading the passages and answering the
questions.
2.

I didn't try very hard to do well at reading the passages and
answering the questions. (R)

3.

I tried very hard on reading the passages and answering the
questions.

4.

It was important to me to do well at reading the passages and
answering the questions.

5.

I didn't put much energy into reading the passages and answering the
questions. (R)
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IMI Relatedness to Characters Subscales
The IMI Relatedness subscales were displayed on two separate screens, one for IMI
Relatedness to Students and one for IMI Relatedness to Teachers. The items presented
underneath each prompt were the same for both subscales.
Prompt for IMI Relatedness to Student Characters
For these questions, think about these characters and how you feel about them.

How much do you agree with these statements?
IMI Relatedness to Students Items
1.

I’d like a chance to interact with these characters more often.

2.

I felt really distant to these characters. (R)

3.

I felt like I could really trust these characters.

4.

I really doubt that these characters and I would ever be friends. (R)

5.

I’d really prefer not to interact with these characters in the future. (R)
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Prompt for IMI Relatedness to Teachers
For these questions, think about these characters and how you feel about them.

How much do you agree with these statements?
IMI Relatedness to Teacher Items
1.

I’d like a chance to interact with these characters more often.

2.

I felt really distant to these characters. (R)

3.

I felt like I could really trust these characters.

4.

I really doubt that these characters and I would ever be friends. (R)

5.

I’d really prefer not to interact with these characters in the future. (R)
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Situational Interest (SI) Subscales
The SI items were all adapted from Linnenbrink-Garcia et al. (2010). Both the subscales
were each displayed separately on their own same screen. The SI subscales were scaled
from 1 (Not at all true) to 5 (Very true).
SI Activity Subscale
Prompt for SI Activity
For these questions, think about everything you did during the session
Activity: Everything in the session that you did
SI Activity Items
1. This activity was exciting
2. This activity was often entertaining
3. This activity seemed to drag on forever (R)
4. This activity was so exciting it was easy to pay attention
SI Content
Prompt for SI Content
For these questions, think about everything you did during the session
Content in the activity: anything you read or saw on the screen
SI Content Items
1. I think the content is very interesting.
2. To be honest, I just don’t find the content interesting (R)
3. I find the content personally meaningful.
4. I see how I can apply what learned to real life.
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Transportation to Scenario
These items were adapted from Green and Brock’s (2000) Transportation Scale. The
items were scaled from 1 (Disagree completely) to 4 (Neither agree nor disagree) to 7
(agree completely). They were all displayed on the same page.
Prompt for Transportation Scale
For these questions, think specifically about the flow of the assessment. The
narrative is anything that happened between the three passages.
Items for Transportation Scale:
1. I could picture myself in the scene of the events described in the narrative.
2. I found my mind wandering while reading the narrative. (R)
3. I was mentally involved in the narrative while reading it.
4. I was not interested in how the narrative progressed. (R)
5. The narrative affected me emotionally.
6. I found myself thinking of ways the narrative could have turned out differently.
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Summary 1 Scoring Rubric
This question targets Passage 2.
Question prompt: "Summarize the evidence for the Beringia Theory in at least 2-3
sentences:"
Rubric for Summary 1
Each of the six items on the rubric is worth one point. Bold text indicates necessary
information that is targeted by the question. Text in curly brackets indicates a logical
AND/OR.
Item
1. Mammal fossils found on between {Siberia and Alaska/land bridge}
2. {Low sea levels/glacier} existed
a. not when or climate (ice age doesn’t count)
b. necessary conditions for item (3)
c. “ice sheets” = glaciers, “bridge of ice” = glacier
d. “ice” by itself is not enough. Ice counts only if it’s contextualized as a land bridge
between Asia and America, such as: “ice between Siberia and Alaska”
e. sea needs to be lower, change or “rising” is not enough
3. There was {land/bridge between Siberia and Alaska}
4. There were {relics/stone tools} found
a. Archeology = relics ONLY when it is differentiated from animal. For example
“animals and archeological evidence”
b. “Artifacts” OK
c. Evidence of people OK, because it could be artifacts or fossilized tools
d. People’s remains is NOT OK, because it’s bones
5. Item 4 found in western part of North America.
a. Can be: Alaska, Canada, near land bridge, or between Asia and America
b. Targeting: evidence for people going over the bridge, not evidence for people living
in the west
6. Theory is accurately described (is not directly in the prompt, but part of a good answer)
a. Main claim: (Native Americans originally) walked from Asia to America across a
land bridge
b. Requires: walked (not boats or ocean) or land bridge
c. Requires: Asia, Siberia, or they were Asian/Siberian
d. Not enough: “from Pacific” or “Asian” by itself

Note: These items are taken from the relevant text (#3) below
Relevant Text from Passage 2 to Answer Summary 1
Good answers may include items 1 and 2, but the rubric targets mostly information
from 3, below.
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1) Main claim of theory (extra): “The Beringia theory suggests that the first
Americans came from Asia by migrating across the Bering Land Bridge that connected the
lands that are now known as Siberia and Alaska.” Note: Not targeted directly by prompt
2) Explanation of theory (extra): “During the last Ice Age, about 13,000 years ago,
much of the world’s fresh water was captured in ice sheets and glaciers. These massive ice
sheets resulted in lower sea levels, which in turn created the Bering Land Bridge across the
Pacific Ocean between Siberia and Alaska. This land bridge is thought to have been
hundreds of miles wide.”
3) Support (required): “Providing support for this theory are animal fossils from
western Canada and Alaska. These fossils are considered evidence that large
mammals crossed into North America on this land bridge, fleeing the ice that was
moving eastward across Siberia in Asia. Following these herds of animals were humans
who were hunters and gatherers and depended on these mammals as a major source of
food. Additionally, relics of ancient peoples’ stone tools have been found in
archaeological sites across the western part of North America.”
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Summary 2 Scoring Rubric
Question text: "Summarize the evidence for the Solutrean Theory in at least 2-3
sentences:"
Rubric for Summary 2
Each of the six items on the rubric was worth one point. Bold text indicates
necessary information that is targeted by the question. Text in curly brackets indicates a
logical AND/OR.
Item
1. Tools found
2. Item (1) in Eastern US.
3. Tools resemble {Solutrean/European/N. Spain and France} tools
a. Tools can be “Solutrean’s tools” rather than just resemble
4. Tools are {old/24,000 and 16,500 years old}
a. “at the time” is not enough unless it’s clear it was a long time ago, such as when
the First Americans came to America
b. “fossilized” tools is old enough
c. The numbers are not enough (20,000 tools)
5. {Solutreans/Spaniards/French/people} disappeared from item (3)

6. Theory accurately described (is not directly in the prompt, but part of a good
answer)
a. Main claim: (Native Americans originally) came from Europe by crossing the
Atlantic (boats)
b. Requires: Europe or crossed atlantic
c. Requires: not a land bridge

Note

These items are taken from the relevant text (#2) below

Relevant Text from Passage 2
1) Main claim of theory (not required): The Solutrean theory, on the other hand,
proposes that the first Americans came from Europe by crossing the Atlantic rather than
the Pacific Ocean. This theory was proposed in the 1930s and resurrected in the late 1990s,
2) Evidence to support theory (required): when the discovery of tools between
18,000 and 26,000 years old at six sites in the eastern United States cast suspicion on
the Beringia theory. These tools strongly resemble those of the Solutreans, people who
disappeared from northern Spain and France between 24,000 and 16,500 years ago.
3) Challenge/call for evidence: For many years, the Beringia theory was widely
accepted. But recently, the Solutrean theory has been gaining more attention. As Michael
Waters, director of the Center for the Study of the First Americans at Texas A&M University
points out, we need additional evidence to determine which theory is most accurate.
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Essay Scoring Rubric

Question Prompt: "The title of this article is An Infant Confirms a Theory. Explain how the
evidence supports the theory you selected. Please write at least 3-4 sentences and be as
specific as possible.”
Rubric for Summary 2
Each of the seven items on the rubric is worth one point. Bold text indicates
necessary information that is targeted by the question. Text in curly brackets indicates a
logical AND/OR. For items 2-5, the number in parentheses indicates item number.
Item
1. {confirms/supports} the Beringia theory
a. restates theory itself is not required by prompt
b. requires: support (or similar word)
c.

2, 3, 4, 5. {Anzick-1/bone fragments/infant (2)} ancestor (3) to
{80%/many/most/all (4)} Native Americans (5)
2: “fossils found in Montana” -> too vague. we don’t know if:
humans, animals, a tribe, on person, HUMAN or BODY, or SKELETON
2: is not sufficient to restate “infant theory” or name of article “an infant
confirms a theory.”
3: ancestor can be: {link, related to, lead to, etc.}
6. {mtDNA/technology} enabled items (2-5)
a. cannot be nuclear or DNA, must be: mtDNA/mother DNA
b. haplotype is ok, because group of mtDNA shared by people a region
c. technology is OK, but “lab” is not specific enough.
7. Items (1-5) are related to {East Asians/Siberians (7)}

Example Answer, including reasons and relevant text from Passages 1 and 2
This advance in [mtDNA] technology enabled scientists to analyze the mtDNA in
Anzick-1’s bone fragments [found in Montana]. The results of the analysis indicated that
Anzick-1’s genome is ancestral to today’s Native Americans. One of the paper’s co-authors
stated, “He was part of the population that is ancestral to perhaps 80% of Native American
people.” In addition, mtDNA analysis showed that Anzick-1’s genome was part of the D4h3a
haplogroup, which is associated with East Asians and Siberians.
Background Knowledge from Passage 1
Although this information may not be included in an answer, it is required to understand and
apply the information from passages 1 and 2.
1. “each cell has a single nucleus that contains a single copy of DNA, but there are multiple
mitochondrion in a single cell.”
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2. “Each mitochondrion contains many copies of mtDNA. Mitochondrial DNA is also different
from Nuclear DNA in that it is inherited directly from the mother. In contrast, nuclear DNA
comes from both the mother and father. “
3. “As a result, Mitochondrial DNA remains largely unchanged across generations.”
4. “Both Nuclear DNA and Mitochondrial DNA can be used to examine family heritage but only
Mitochondrial DNA can be used to show the relationship between modern species and their
ancestors.”
5. “This is because Mitochondrial DNA is more stable and can last longer as a genetic marker
than Nuclear DNA.”
6. “As a result, very old or very small samples of an organism can be genetically sequenced by
examining its mtDNA. A single strand of hair or a small bone fragment that has been buried
for hundreds of years can be identified and linked to maternal lineage through mtDNA.
7. “Both scientists and detectives use mtDNA because it can be taken from remains that may
have been exposed to harsh elements for long periods of time.”

